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Presenting a true high performance recreational glider.
Progressive roll rate and perfect co-ordination for easy
thermalling and ridge soaring . 'A climb rate and glide
angle that keeps you the highest. Light 30kg (66lb) weight
that's

easy

to

lift.

Trilam

leading

edges.

Variable

geometry. new small 'Aerofoil uprights. Quick clip nose wire
and crossbar fasteners. 'Automatic compensator. One step
fast rigging: flat or on the control frame. 7075 battens. No
tools leading edge breakdown and upright change. Easy
rigging. Easy launching. Easy soaring. Easy landing. 'An
easy winner.

the hot new glider by

1/189 Parkes Street Helensburgh NSW 2508 Ph. 042 942 052
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Official Publication Of The
Hang Gliding Federation of
Australia
kySailor appears 12times per year
as a service to members. For nonmembers living in Australia the
subscription is Aus. $50 pa. Overseas
magazine sUbscription is Aus. $65
(sent Economy Air), Aus $95 Ainnail.
Cheques should be made payable to
and sent to HGFA.
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Contributions are always needed.
Articles, photographs and illustrations
are all acceptable although the editor
and the HGFA Board reserve the right
to edit or delete contributions where
necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT
be published. All contributions should
be accompanied by the contributor's
name, address and HGFA number for
verification purposes.
Neither HGF A nor the editor assume
responsibility for the material or opinions presented in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the
HGF A. Copyright in articles and other
contributions is vested in each of the
authors in respect of their contribution.

ALL SKYSAILOR
CONTRIBUTIONS to:
Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401
ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066) 285117
Ph: (066) 280356
8am-8pm
Keep the articles coming!!
We will give $50 per month for the
best cover photo sent in. It can be a
black and white, colour photo or
slide.
All photos and material will be
returned if a stamped, self addressed
envelope is supplied.
Marl!.et Place ads are to be directed to the Editor.

DEADLINE
15th of the month (for the foUowing
month's issue!) for contributions,
market place, etc. Market Place are
free to finJ!nril!l members - please
quote your number - otherwise a
charge of $5 per ad per 2 issues is applicable. A fee of $8 per ad per 2
issues is applicable for commercial
operators.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are:
Back cover
Full page
Half page
Quarter page

$225
$ 150
$75
$40

All ads must be paid in advance.
Layout, separations and e)"1ra work
incur additional cost.
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ADDRESSES
All correspondence, including membership renewals, short tenn memberships, rating fonns and other
administrative matters should be sent
to:
Hang GUding Federation Of
Australia
Executive Director:
Ian Jarman
PO Box 558
11JMUT NSW 2720
Tel (069) 472 888,
FxlAH Answer Machine 069 474328

The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is a
member of Federation Aeronautique
Internationale (FAI) through the Australian Sports
A viation Confederation (ASAC).
The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is
assisted by the Australian Sports Commission.

President: Rohan Grant
002311112 H, 002 337638 W,
002 33331 I Fax
Operations Manager
Craig Worth, PhlFx 065592713
Mobile : 018 657419
For information about site ratings,
sites and other local matters, contact
the appropriate state association!
region or club.
Vice-president:
Andrew Humphries, 42 Cunningham
Tee, Daglish WA 6008, 09 3816053,
093882401 Fx, 018 917537
Secretary: Shaun Keene, PO Box
81, Lyons ACT 2606, 06 2998792 H,
018697820 W
Treasurer: Mark Pike, PO Box 179,
Altona Nth Vic 3025, 052 821096 H,
052 279348 W, 052279497 Fx
Board Member & Competitions
Committee contact: Paul Mollison,
8 Brown St, Adamstown NSW 2289,
049570216 H, 049 499199 W, 049
499395 Fx
Board Member: Michael Zupanc,
PO Box 507 Redbank Plains Qld
4301,078142113
Boal'd Member: Robert Woodward,
38 Addison Rd, Black Forest SA
5035,082977532 H, 082325405 W,
08 2240600 Fx
Board Member: David Lamont, PO
Box 6, Proserpine Qld 4800, 079
461 157 H, 079 452575 Fx
Board Member & Women's
Committee contact:
Jenny Ganderton, Boganol, Henry
Lawson Way, Forbes NSW 2871 ,
068 537220 H, 068 537220 Fx
Paragliding Convenor
Ken Mitchelhill, 14 Wills Ave,
Mount Waverley Vic 3149, 03
8879173 H, 03 2882497 W, 03
4162676 fax
PHG Committee Convenor: Kevin
Magennis, PO Box 291 Laurieton
NSW 2443, 018181017
PHG Registration: Neville Hoger,
Mackay 079 577142 (Forward PHG
Registrations to HGFA Office, Tumut)
PHG PubJjc Relations contact:
Paul Haines, Publi c Relations, 042
941031 ph/fx/tam
Coaching Committee contact:
HGFA Operations Manager
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COVER PHOTO
Michael Bristow on fmal during an aerotow weekend at Gingin,
approximately I hour north of Perth - photo Terry Kyle

CREDITS
Cartoons
Typing & Layout
Printer

Northern NSW Region
Pres. Dane Snelling 02913 1294
Sec. Ian Duncan
02 9189962
Treas. Glenn Salmon 029180091
ACTHGA
PO Box 3496, Manuka 2603
Sec. Gary Lilley
06 2925302
Pres. Phil Robinson 018625181
SSO. Grant Heaney 062941466

States & Regions

Nth Qld :
12 Van Eldik Av, Andergrove Q
4740. Pres. Dave Lamont: 079
46 I I 57; Sec/Trs: Ron Huxhagen
0795529 \3

Southem Region NSW
25 Beverley Aw
Warilla NSW 2528
Pres. James Nathaniel (042) 971923

HGAWA
PO Box 82, South Perth 6151
Pres Danny Byme: 093872893 H,
09 3167628 W;

Julius Makk, John Elliott
Christine Wood & Marie Jeffery
Quality Plus, Ballina

Sec Jim Sherlock: 09 3285754 H, 09
4580710 W
VicHGPA
PO Box 400, Prahran 3181
Pres Rob Van Der Klooster: 052
223019 AH, 052 272523 BH;
Sec Tony Hughes : 052438245 AH,
052641091 BH
TasHGA
31 Hillside Cres, West Launceston
7250. Sec. Steve Cameron: 003
311561 H
SAHGA
I Sturt St, Adelaide SA 5000
Ph 082130660, Fax 082117115
Sec. Steve Hoeffs: 08 452487 H, 08
259599 I W, Fax 082597115 W
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Sec. Allan Lehepuu
018484123
SSO.Heinz Gloor
064567171

CLUBS
Queensland
Cairns HG Club
Pres Warwick Gill
070563333
Sec Kevin Gilligan
070553343
Nev Akers
070512438 W
Capricorn
Skyriders Club Inc
Pres Brian Hampson
079226527
Sec Geoff Craig
079923137
Brian Smith
079287858
Canungra HG Club Inc
Pres. Dave Staver
075435859
Sec. Hugh Ragg
078088415
SSO. Ken Hill
075435631
Gladstone HG Club
PO Box 478
Gladstone Q 4680
Pres. Colan McGree
079722477
018770912

Sec. Sandra Gemmell
079750232
Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Qld)
Pres. Graeme Hall
074497490w
Vice-Pres Steve Iohnson
074461206
Sec. Pat Roberts
074415206
Treas Peter Roberts
074471121
SSO.Dave Cookman
074498573
Townsville HG Assoc Inc
Pres & SSO Graeme Etherton
077 733580
Vice-Pres Gary Rogers
077 792645
Sec Robin Dawson
077 890284 H
077 819432 W
Whitsundays HG CI.
Pres. Greg Gunning
079598445
Sec & SSO Ron Huxhagen
079552913

New South Wales

042941656

Byron Bay HG Club Inc
Pres Peter Aitken
066853358
Sec. David Smith
066843502
sso. Peter Aitken
066853358
meet 1st Wed ea month

Cudgegong Valley HG
Club
Sec. Mark Cafe
063791310
sso. Bruce Barcham
063791310

Central Coast HG Club
(NSW)
Pres Garry Moulston
043344866
Sec Paul Gibbs
043341919
Site Officer Duncan Brown
043342406
2nd Tues Tuggerah Lakes
Mern Club
Central West HG Club
Pres Len Paton
068537220
Sec. lenny Ganderton
068511533
Tres. Mark Madden
063622927
Christian Flyers
Ian Lobb
Stanwell Park

Lower Blue Mts HG
Club Inc
Pres. David Middleton
026236961
Sec. Michael Shyne
027243405
SSO . Nigel Felton
026282609
Mid North Coast HG
Assoc(NSW)
Pres. Paul Hazelgrove
018657366
Sec & SSO. Lee Scott
065565265
Ben Leonard
065821966

Great Lakes HGC Inc
Pres. lim Parsons
065554077
Sec Steve Tinson
065558091
065545700 W
SSO. Bob Barnes
065540416

Newcastle HG C lub
Pres Simon Lewis

lIIawarra Hang
Glidmg Club Inc
Meet: Mountain Top Cafe,
MtKeira 1st Wed
Pres George Barrie
042855567
Sec Warwick Kelly
042261707
SSO. lames Nathaniel
042261377

049261829
018689243
Sec Bill Olive
049213800W
'PG' Ian Ladyman
049498946
SSO . Ross Duncan
049431900
meet last Wed Souths
Leagues Club

Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
Pr. Anne McRitchie
064 576041

Nort hern Beaches HG
Club Inc (Sydney)
Pres: Dane Snelling
029384420 W
029799069 H
Sec: Ian Duncan
029189962
SSO . Forrest Park
024502674

.
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Bang Gliding Federation of Australia
PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720
Ph: 069-472888, Fx: 069-474328

Stanwell Park Clu b
Pres. Andrew Nethery
042943665
Sec. Annelies Norland
042942474
SSO. Keiran Tapsell
042942645
meet 7.30pm I st Sun
ea month Helensburgh
Workers' Club

BGFA Merchandise - Support your sport!
Official HGFA T-shirt featuring breast pocket, colour logo and quote on the back $19.95
Cap
9.00
Leather Key Ring - metal with full colour enamel logo
6.95
4.95
Metal Lapel Badge
2.00
Car stickers
2.95
Embroidered badge
... Topographic maps for all areas at discount prices •••

Please add $2.50 pp for all orders. Discounts available for bulk purchases. Cheque, money order, bankcard, visa and mastercard accepted,
phone orders welcome. Actual prices may vary from those shown. Terms:
payment with order. Delivery 14 days when ex stock.

BGFA Schedule of Fees
$125
12 months (FULL) Membership
$115
(Nth-NSW) 12 mths FULL Membership
$135
(SA) 12 mths FULL membership
$130
(WA) 12 mths FULL Membership
$20
PHG Pilots Operational Levy
$50
Additional Family Member (12 montlls)
$25
Rejoining Administration Fee
$45
Short Term Membership (4 monfus)
$45
Visiting Pilot Membership (4 1l10ntlls)
TriallInstructional Flight (TlF) 10 Days total available tlrrollgh instmctors only
$15
$50
(12 issues)"Skysailor" Subscription (Nonfly)
$65
Overseas (sent SAL)
$95
Overseas (Sent Airmail)
$5
FAI Licence
$15
PHG Ops Manual
$\0
Comps Manual
$5
Tow Manuals
L _____________________________________________________ _______________________

.
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Sec. Iohn Carter
037285203 H
SSO Harry Summons
059646055 H
Meet 3rd Wed York-OnLilydale, Lilydale
North East Victorian
HG Club Inc
Pres & sso Iohn Adams
057572945
Sec Iohn Schilling
057522694
Treas & PG Geoff Wbite
057501244
018052793
fax 057 501246
VHGA rep Peter Roper
037435365
Southern HG Club
Pres . Mike Slape
035438331 AH
1st Tues Anchor & Hope
Tav Church St Richmond
Sky High PG Club
Pres Jeremy Torr
037702775
Sec. Hamish Barker
038884863
1st Wed ea month Retreat
Hotel
226 Nicholson St
Abbotsford
Western Victorian
Hang Gliding Club
Pres. Trevor Crudin
037478752
Tres. Phillip Campbell
053428569
Sec. Nicole Shalders
053492174
SSO . Rohan Holtkamp
053492845
Club meets last Sat ea
month at Golden Age
Hotel Beaufort

Western Australia
Avon Valley Hang Gliding Club
Pres. David Drabble
093071816
Vice Pres. Rob Stevenson

Sydney HG Club
Pres Clive Gilmour
042941261
Sec Steve Hocking
023274484

093647872
Sec. M ike Field
094097903
Treas. Michael Derry
093415271

Sydney PG Club
Pres Tim Gearing
02681725
Sec Rob Fakes
015237565
Treas Tony Hudson
025701130
SSO Mark Mitsos
042674570

Bastion Sky Bums
Wyndham WA
Sec . Steve Prior
091 611269 H
091 611043 W
091 611279 fax

Tamworth/Manilla
HGC
Andrew Pepper
067654520
018416258
Richard Riley
067821073
067821267
SSO.Pat Lenders
067729272

Dalwallinu HG Club
Pres. Ionathan Back
093418328 H
093817094 W
Sec Mark Thompson
093506750 H
094916949 W
The Great Sandy
Desert HG C lub
Pres. Ian Sallie
091 798487 H
Sec Ioe Langford
091 798655 H

Upper Blue Mts
HG C lub
Pres G len Thompson
063531239
Sec. Lucas Trihey
047871480

Victoria

J

.

Eastern HG C lub
Pres. Lance Sheppard
059623570 H
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much, but does require considerable effort, and I know you will
enj oy tl1e extra reading. Having managed tl1at, I'm off fo r a week' s

October has come around once more and with it hotter weather
to herald the sUlruner. Already many pilots are having excellent
flights as you will read within these pages. The dry conditions are
perfect for thermal flying, but are not viewed as favourably by our
farmers and graziers , who are suffering in various drought
stricken areas. And the bush fires have started (or been started, as
is often the case), bringing memories of the drastic fires earlier
this year. Australia is a land of extremes.
I know it has already been said before, but by now pilots
should have checked out their gear thoroughly and before easing
themselves back into flying . In some areas, pilots have flown all
winter, however it is still wise to take time out to check that flying
kit. And do keep an eye on the weather as it slips into its summer
pattern. Think back, or check your log book, and be conscious of
what the elements are likely to hand out.
I have ex-panded this issue to 48 pages, which in effect gives
you an extra half a magazine this montIl I had quite a nwnber of
interesting articles on hand, WitIl members voicing their differing
opinions. I felt these needed to be printed before tIley aged too
much. Increasing the magazine 's size by 16 pages doesn't sound

holiday to recover! While pilots battle it out in the Canungra
Classic, and otl1ers attempt all means of gaining points in the Real
Points Comp, I intend to do absolutely nothing except relax; I
wonder if slotl1 will give me any 'Real Points ' ?
In tl1is issue tl1ere is a new column for trike pilots, 'Propwash'
which is intended to continue for several issues. In the letters
section tl1ere is a comment about past Triking Updates witl1 tl1e
accusation of being biased. That biased accounts are published
cannot be denied, and tl1at this occurs is due mainly to tile fact
tl1at Sky sailor has no paid journalists or writers to research and
present material.
Members who contribute do so for no payment other than the

fact tl1at they have offered something to their sport and tl1eir
magazine, and tl1at in doing so tl1ey may have helped a fellow
pilot. At least they would have provided some entertainment.
Biased or controversial opinions stimulate response, which a good
side effect. As we all seem to lead such busy lives, I have notl1ing
but hearty tl1anks for all of Skysailor's contributors for tl1eir time
and effort. Having said tl1is, I leave it to tl1e readers to decide what
tl1ey do and don' t agree witlt
Until next month, safe Circles,
Marie Jeffery

'THE SUPREME WEI6HTSHIFT AIRCRAFT EXPERTS"
© PARNANG

The C Parnang Student Pilot Pack

ADVANCED INSTRUCTIONAL CONCEPTS
B Y ROBERTLORETAN

I have been asked for comment on the Student Training Briefs
developed by ©PARNANG for trike pilots and instructors.
My observations are that this system represents a significant
step forward in instructional concepts. The stUdent briefs are
simple and concise, without being so simple that essential safety
detail is compromised.
In General Aviation and Sports Aviation many of the briefing
systems are extremely old fashioned , with disjointed thought
lines and old wives tails more evident than sound science without any reference to the known science of skills information
processing.
The © Parnang briefing concept designed for triking, IS at least
thirty years in advance of the recreation side of general aviation .
The briefs adopt an information process module used in
advanced aviation training - in a modified form . A significant
problem may be that some instructors will not understand the
instructional advantage, and attempt to reduce this superior '
training system back to a primitive general aviation level. This
would indeed result in a backward step for trikes.
The only real way to understand this method of instruction is to
attend a briefing, or the excellent instructional seminars
established by Chris Brandon of Flyright Aviation - Lochlnvar.
Raben Loreran Profile:
• In excess of 14,000 hours/ small ultra lighlalf"craftAnkes - to SUperSoniC Jets
- ATO for CAA. and holds all testing approvals
. VIP pilol for Royal Australtan Alrforce
- Setved in Ihe United Slates Airforce Human Resources Laboratory / speclaltsing
In skillS psychology
- SetVed with RAAF CFS jet aerobalic learn - The Roulettes
- CFI at NASA - prime objective of developing systems for skillS training and
specialising in instructIOnal design systems
- Owner of Escadrille Aviation Academy-Cessnock CFI/CAA Tes ting Officer
- Trained over 1000 pilots in his instructional career

Call
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Flyright Aviation today_

WRITTEN BY .IOHANNE PARNICZKV and CHAtS BRANDON

The latest weightshift flight training information available
to the world today I
The

original-e PARNANG Student Training Briefs

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Commended by the Civil Aviation Authority of Australia
More than two decades of knowledge and experience
Simple, but comprehensive detailed information
Concise, accurate and proven terminology
Basic step by step phase structure
Informative Glossary of Terms
Over 100 illustrations
P"1
HGFA Approved
L---'

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

II..
\fi
Pen Holder Sleeve
'C.. ~,
Internal Note Pad Pock t
Durable Hard Cover Binder
Company Business Card Pocket
Designed specifically for the trainee trike pilot
Stylish design in Grey Cover I Blue & Black Artwork
10 Clear A4 Sleeves for Brochures I Forms I Flyer Handouts
4 Ring Binder for mounting· C Parnang Student Training Briefs

.t," .-.
~:--J
Unique features of the e PARNANG Binder

~

CONTACT

FLYRIGHT A VIATION

018 - 490622
INSTRUCTORS· Compliment Your Student Training Courses with the C PARNANG Pilot Pock
Quantity buy rotes opplicobHt
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all is that these pilots, in making the fmancial
commitment to attend international meets, gain
experience and knowledge that is beneficial to
the sport of paragliding in Australia.

Dear Marie
After reading the August issue "Triking
Update", I feel obliged to write to you. I believe
that the update should be an unbiased Forum
for trading infonnation between instructors and
trike pilots, not a thinly covered advertisement.
There is a real need for information and tips on
all areas of trike operations, including incidence and accident reports. Like Joe, I have
been buying Aussie hang gliders for over 20
years, primarily because I believed that they
were the safest around.
For this reason, I now buy Solar Wings
trikes and this letter may address the other side
of the trike story. When safety and excellent
engineering quality are concemed, r don't mind
being unpatriotic!
Stability in rough air is of prime importance
to instructors and Solar Wings products seem
to instil confidence in student pilots. An unforlunate side effect of weight-shift aircraft is that
the aircraft is a compromise between light easy
handling, stability and good rough air ability.
The XL is a training trike that is very mellow
with very light roll, ideal for students and used
by many instructors throughout the world. Due
to its large wing area, it is less than ideal in
strong crosswinds and in very rough air. The
Quaser/Quantum is more damped, the wing
being extremely stable so that roll is stiffer but
the trike is more comfortable in rough conditions.
The British manufacturer has a professional approach to certification and all options,
and models (such as the electric start option) are
legal under Section S certification.
The best method of trike selection is not to
listen to the biased rantings of myself or Joe,

but to fly all the available models and decide on
the trike that suits you. The most important
feature is feeling confident with your, and your
trike's, ability which may be well below its
stated VNE!
I hope that this letter will allow some pilots
to make an educated choice in trike selection.
Yours faithfully
John Oliver
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Wayne & Rui in Rio

Dear Marie

(Response to the August '94 "Disappointed" letter to the editor)
As the Sydney delegate for the NSW Southern Region I read with dismay this letter signed
Southern NSW Region. This letter is the view
of one of the members
of this Board and not
the rest of us, and
should have been
signed accordingly.
Without going to
IT you haven't got a copy of
laborious detail I feel
that the paraglider piSky Cycles' Weight Shift Aircraft Training Program, read on!!
lots have been unThis program is a CAA approved study program, especially
fairly accused. They
written for trike students and instructors.
have repaid their dues
It is designed to be used as a self-study course, taking you from your
by holding video
first TIF flight, right through to your unrestricted licence.
nights
at various
Practice Exams, with answers, are supplied for Rules of the Air,
paragliding and hang
Basic Aeronautical and Extended Operations.
gliding club meetInstructors : This manual will make your technique easier and
ings, as well as subyour students' learning more comprehensive.
mitting articles in
Video Available
Australian ParaglidFor your copy, phone us at
ing news and Cross
Sky Cycles, 14 Northern Ave,
Country where sponMentone, Vic. 3194
sors were thanked.
Phone:
;:;87 ;:;97;:;
But most important of

Attention! !

All Trike PUots & Students

oa
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The Board agreed to offer fmancial support
to the paragliding team in 1993 as they did not
receive funding from the Sports Commission
that year. This problem has since been rectified
by the improved international ranking of the
Australian team.
I apologise for any ill feelings "Disappointed" may have caused.
David McLoskey

Thank you
Just a short note to say thanks to Rui Marra
and the rest of the boys in Brazil who looked
after me and showed me the sights and sites.
For without their help I would not have been
able to fly such unbelievable places.
Rui, thanks for the loan of the glider, the
gear, and especially your time; it will never be
forgotten.
So if you're ever in Rio, look Rui Marra up
as it's well worth the call.
Wayne Allen

Dear Editor
Notice to Trike owners
I have heard that the Pegasus XL is not
available any more! NOT CORRECT!
Pegasus XL is still a current model with full
spares and back up available. They are mostly
used for aero towing and training and are fully
legal 95.32 aircraft.
The most popular aircraft now are Quantum
type aircraft but full spares and back up are
available for model "Q" and Quasar as well.
For any infonnation required, please contact the importer, Sky Cycles Pty Ltd 03
5875975 . 0

SKYSAILOR

Sunshine State Paragliding Open
16-18 December 1994, hosted by Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding club
and Sunshine Paragliding
Locations: Rainbow Beach, Teewah Beach and hinterland sites to suit
conditions. Fun tasks for all pilots.
For more information interested pilots should phone 015 158745 or 018
754157

Rainbow Beach Comp
December 27-311994
111is comp is designed for the novice to intermediate pilot as well as
accommodating for advanced pilots. We hope to see a good show for this
fun competition tlus Christmas.
For further information please contact the Sunshine Coast Club.

Australian Competitions
1995 Victorian Spring Competition

1995 Corryong Cup

Hang gliding: 29-31 October & 1 November, 12-13 and 26-27
November 1994 at Ben Nevis, Mt Lonarch, Elmhurst, Sugarloaf, Ben

7-11 January 1995
Entry fee: $40 includes FREE smorgasbord and drinks. Must be paid on

More (HQ at Raglan Reserve)
Paragliding: 5-6, 19-20 November, 3-4 December at Elmhurst, Ben
More, Ben Nevis, Sugarloaf, Mt Lonarch (HQ at Raglan Reserve)
Grades: Open and C grades
Entry r-equirements: Open to HGFA members with a minimum of
Novice plus Alpine rating

7th January by lOam at the Court House Hotel, Corryong.

Requirements: Advance rating or intermediate with logged inland experience. Member of the HGF A.
EqUipment: altimeter, camera, freshly packed parachute, 1:250,000 map
of Tallangatta

Entry fee: $20

Please Note: 111is competition will be limited to 60 pilots only so please

Contact Rohan Holtkamp 053 492845

contact James Nathaniel to conflTlll your attendance on 042971923.

Victorian Paragliding Open
Bright NE Victoria

1995 Victorian Hang Gliding Open

Friday 2 December to Tuesday 6 December 1994

7-14 January 1995 with registration deadline: 9 am 7/\/95
Location: Mt Cole area, including Mt Lonarch, Ben Nevis, Ben More,

Enquiries: Ken Mitchelhill 03 8879173 H

Elmhurst and Sugarloaf (HQ at Raglan Recreation Reserve)

Corryong Paragliding Cup
Tuesday 6 December to Sunday 11 December 1994
TIus will be a National Ladder Competition and will be your last chance
to impress the selectors before the Australian team is selected for the next
World Championships. Compulsory equipment will include UHF radio,
listening out on Channel 18, reserve parachute, camera and minimum
HGF A intennediate paraglider rating.
Headquarters will be at the Corryong Hotel and a compulsory pilot
briefing will be held at 8.30 am Tuesday 6 December.
Entry fee will be $50 and entry will be limited to 30 pilots with priority
given to National Ladder pilots.
Post entry fee now to Stuart Andrews, PO Box I, llrredbo Village NSW
2627 phone 015 269602 or fax 064 576153.
Please note that if Tuesday 6 December is required to complete the Vic
Open then the Corryong Cup will corrunence on Wednesday 7 December.

Grades: Open, B and C grades
Victorian Champion and 1st, 2nd and 3rd in Open, Band C grades.
Entry requirements: Open to HGFA members with a minimum of
Novice plus Alpine rating

Entry fee: $50, Protest fee: $30 for each protest
Films: additional films $5
Contact Rohan Holtkamp, VHGA Competition Director, RMB 2368
Trawalla 3373

Bogong Cup Hang Gliding Competition
Note! These are the correct dates. The dates published earlier
were incorrect!
Date: 28 December 1994 to 5 January 1995 inclusive.
Location: North East Victoria
Sites: Mt Emu I & 2, Tawonga Gap, Mt Buffal,? and possibly some new
sites if we can get them prepared in time.

Contact
Mt Beauty's largest agency for
fully self-contained houses and log cabins.
Sleeping 2 to 18 persons. No linen supplied.

Country
HOLIDAY HOMES
BOOKING

September 1994

AGENCY

High Country Holiday Homes
7 Hollonds Street, Mt Beauty Vic 3699

Phone 057 572 272, Fax 057 571 247
7

Headquarters: Mt Beautyrrawonga
Maximum entries: 120
Full reftmd applies tmtil 30 November 1994; thereafter 10% administration deduction applies.
Note: If you wish to claim a place via your Australian or PIRS ranking
your registration fee must be received no later than the 31 October 1994.

Registration fee: $120
Other requirements: Intermediate rating or equivalent; reserve parachute mandatory; Australian Federation membership mandatory , licensed UHF radio recommended. Databack cameras are NOT needed.
Registrations and enquiries to: Bogong Cup 1995, Mt Beauty Information Centre, PO Box 27, Mt Beauty Vic 3699. Phone Australia 057
573172 and fax 057571268.

Forbes Flatlands 1995
(including Australian Nationals)
17-26 January 1995 inclusive
Registration & practice 15 & 16 January
Prize giving breakfast 27 January
10 days of fantastic flying; improve your personal best! Tasks will be set
to break FAI records when possible.
Entry fee $150 if received before 30 November 1994, $165 thereafter.
Minimwn of four paid entries per team to reserve a strip. I t is the pilots'
responsibility to organise themselves into a team. The maximum capacity
of the two tow paddocks is 40 teams. Open to intermediate and advanced
pilots with tow endorsements.
Remote photographic start gates will be used again due to the relative
success last year. This means data back cameras WILL be needed. It is
possible to compete without one, but a disadvantage. A film will be
developed each day for all pilots who claim at least the start gate so that
scores can be updated and finalised as soon as possible. GPS will be

Paragliding Flatlands
Saturday 28 January to Sunday 5 February 1995
Location: Forbes Central NSW
Enquiries: Peter Champion 02 504023 H

Australian Paragliding Nationals
Date: Wednesday 8 to Wednesday 15 February 1995
Location: Manilla, north central NSW
Enquiries: Lee Scott 065 565265

Overseas Competitions
'Popstar' 4th Flight Fantasie Festival in Rio Cup
lst Popstar Carnival in Rio
Venue: Rio de Janeiro Brazil
Date: 11-12 February 1995
Contact Eduardo De Souza, AV .N.S. de Copacabana, 680-s. 404 22.050030 Rio de Janeiro RJ Brazil, tel. 005521-255-5590, fax 005521-2553644. 0

AUSSIE FLIGHT
Products

Silent Flight

25 Beverley Ave, WARILLA, N.S.W. 2528

Learn to Hang Glide
In Canberra

Why buy Imported Items, when there Is an Australian product manufactured to the same standards, at a cheaper price?
RESERVE Parachutes, for hang gliders & paragliders with much slower
descent rates than the imported brands. Manufactured to T.S.O. C23b (CAO
103.18) specifications by Roochutes Australia 's Barry Lewis, an approved
Class "A" Parachute Rigger with over 15 years experience in Parachute Free
Fall Operations. Offering the largest range of reserve parachutes available;
8 sizes for hang gliders, 4 sizes for paragJiders, including Tandem reserves .
All sizes can also be fitted with Pulled Down Apex.
Prices from: $450 (SAVE $(00)

WATERPACK, a 2 Itr backpack water container for X-country flights.
Manufactured from tough light-weight materials. More effectively insulated
than the imported brands. With one year warranty.
Price: $65 (SAVE $30)

SJOSTROM VARIO/ALTIMETER MODEL VA, the most popular and
reliable unit available in Australia with a backup service un-matched by any
imported product. Excels in marginal lift conditions. Fast, sensitive analogue
vario. Averager, high resolution audio, compact, resilient and shower proof.
Easy in-flight control, altimeter in 2ft increments, convertible to metric .
Mounting bracket included. With two year warranty.
Price on application for best price around

' 303 ' PROTECTANT, a spray-on lTV proteclion for your glider or
paraglider. Extends the life of your sail cloth and inhibits mildew. Restores
faded sail cloth colours. A litre will give 2 years ' protection.
Price: $26 per litre

• All prices plus freight while stocks last

PHONE: (042) 971923 or (018) 421989
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permitted.
Entry fee includes information booklet, first flim and deVeloping, last
night party and prize giving breakfast.
Our aim is a break-even budget. Any prize money will be due to greater
entry numbers than anticipated or reduced costs from budget estimates.
Send entries to "Forbes Flatlands" to Len Paton & Jenny Ganderton,
"Boganol", Henry Lawson Way, Forbes 2871. Please remember to include your address, phone no . and other team members.
Further infonnation phone/fax 068 537220.

Only three hours from Sydney
We operate seven days a week
Offering:
Introductory courses
Novice courses
laudem Instructional .Flights
Towing EndorseIllents
Cross Cotmtry Tours
Sales and Service
DeIllO equipIllent always available
Trade-ins WdcoIlle

Tove and Grant Heaney
77 Pocket Avenue, Banks ACT 2906
Phone: (06) 2941466
SKYSAILOR

Executive Director's
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HGFA Annual General Meeting and
Board Meeting

You have probably noticed in the
HGF A Calendar of events these past
months that the HGFA AGMlBoard
meeting is scheduled for the end of
October in Sydney (see notice this
issue).
TIle three days set aside for this will allow
for the HGFA Board to meet on Thursday and
Friday prior to the AGM. As we have received
no Motions on Notice or special business the
AGM will be prinlari1y concerned with'satisfying our Constitutional and Incorporation requirements.

to acquire sufficient points to pass Ian Clark and
the strategies adopted by the team for the last
round were extremely well thought out and
performed. Craig Docherty also showed his
potential iliroughout with a third place. His last
round performance achieved the faslest time for
the day and in fact the faslest average speed for
any round including the unofficial ridge race on
the spectator day. (The crowds at both launch
and landing area were unbelievable)

"TheAGM will befollowed by
an OPEN FORUM where any
member may raise issues or
ask questions of the Board. "

Open Forum
The AGM will be followed by an OPEN
FORUM where any member may raise issues
or ask questions of the Board. Any issues that
are ongoing from that forum will then be placed
on the agenda for the remaining day of Board
meeting where an action plan to further discuss
or develop the issue will be established.
The Friday Board meeting will centre upon
Insurance, Constitutional and legal issues facing the HGFA as our honorary solicitor and
insurance broker will be in attendance.

It is very pleasing to see a crop of up-andcoming pilots represent their country in such a
well disciplined and conscientious and successful manner. The teanl unity was a highlight and
I am proud to have such a group as ambassadors
for the HGFA and Australia I am sure the win
for the teanl and Dave has boosted their confidence and it is great to see such a rapid come
back by Dave after his accident last year. Well
done guys!

Australian Teams maintain 4th Ranking

Wonogiri Cup - Indonesia
Congratulations to Dave Redman, Craig
Docherty, Jon Durand, Darryl Franklin and
Teanl manager Graeme Etherton for their performance at the Gajah Mungkur Cup held last
Month in central Java.
Dave managed to oust Kiwi pilot Ian Clark
in a very close fInish on Ule fmal day of a highly
successful event. It took a team effort for Dave

Congratulations to bofu the Women and
Open TeanlS for their performances at the
Womens' Worlds (USA) and Pre-Worlds
(Spain) respectively. Bofu teanls have confinned Ulat fuey are challengers for medals in
the coming years by comfortably holding
fourth place in fue teanl rankings. The newer
pilots on the National Womens' Team (Neva
Bull & Sarah Chadwick) deserve special men-

tion for their performances at their fIrst International competition and first World Championships.
It is good to see HGFA development programs starting to bring results and the next
HGFANational Teams Training Camp is tentatively scheduled for the 9-12 January 1995 at
the AlSffumut along similar lines to the last.
With the learnin~ experience of Spain behind us it is now time for the Open team contenders to pull out all stops in preparing for the
Worlds there next year... we always expected a
top three placing from our National team and
Spain next year should be no exception. .. We
have some young bloods starting to hit their
straps so the competition circuit this coming
season could be one of the most interesting for
years as the older boys may be forced to defend
fueir positions on the national ladder and ultimately the team.

ASACNews
First of all the good news ... development at
the National Sports Aviation Centre, Wangaratta has fmally begun, however there is still
some question over the DEST grant and its
application to the Centre's existing structures.
The paper worle for resolving this appears to be
taking an inordinate amount of time to sort out
and may limit the scope of Stage I development Several HGFA Training Operations are
negotiating with NSAC to establish satellite
facilities at Wangarntta which should further
cement our stake in this project If you are
travelling through NE Vic this summer drop in
at your National Sport Aviation Centre and take
a look ... you may even be able to arrange a tow
launch or a PHG flight.
Now for the bad news ... I was very disappointed to hear that newly elected AUF President Phil Vabre (past Vice President) has
resigned. Phil has done enormous amounts 'of
work not only for the Ultralight movement but
also all sport aviation through his very active
involvement in ASAC. I believe it is the AUF's
and sport aviation's loss that a volunteer of this
calibre fmds it impossible to go on. It is a
warning that the HGFA must heed; volunteers
of this calibre are rare and when one comes
along it is imperative that we all nurture and

InJportant Notice

*

~

Alit SOPPOitT

To all valued Air Support customers, present and future!

*

Note the following address and phone numbers are the ONLY correct ones.
Now permanently at 8 Laitoki Road, Terrey Hills NSW 2084

Phone 02 450 2674, 018 273 552, Fax 02 450 0356
FOR ALI. YOUR HANG GLIDING, PARAGLIDING & POWERED HANG GLIDING NEEDS
September 1994
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BACK PROTECTOR
The latest in Carbon / Kevlar Backplates has been developed by Future Wings
Paragliding and Australian Racing Composites for safer flying.
It's unique properties and flexibility allow for excellent weight shift flying, better
back support and the kevlar composite provides maximum penetration resistance.
In addition to this, a comfortable layer of 30rnlm medium density EVA foam
offers excellent shock absorbing qualites.

*
*
*
*

Designed and Manufactured in Australia
Weighs only 720 grams
Retail Price only $160.00
Call Mark Mitsos at :

Future Wings Paragliding

Ph / Fax (042) 949065
10
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Continued from page 9...
protect them from burn out and petty internal
squabbles .. . If not we will end up losing our
most valuable resource .. . volwlteer workers.
And further bad news .. . the much heralded
Sport Aviation Regulation Conference has been
postponed. Unfortunately the conference,
sponsored by CAA, was not scheduled into the
CAA executive diaries and consequently a
clash with other meetings occurred .. . Witl10ut
tl1e chief policy makers of CAA in attendance
tl1ere is no point proceeding .. . We will wait lUltil
tllis can be arranged.
A reminder to all members ... you are encouraged to attend the HGFA AGM and Open
Forum, and you are invited to sit in and observe
your Board in action at its general board meetings. If you are in Sydney or near by, why not
come and meet tlle Board?

Thursday 27th & Friday 28th
October at NSW Sports House
Wentworth Park, Sydney.

Moyes Xtralite 147 Advisory
In July this year, a pilot perfonning aerobatics attempted a severely positive
pullout which resulted in extremely high loads. This caused an in-flight failure
of the leading edge at the cross-bar junction. The pilot had a successful
parachute deployment and landed unharmed.

WE DO NOT ENCOURAGE ANYONE TO DO
AEROBATICS
However, we feel that if we can strengthen the leading edges without altering
the Xtralite' s handling characteristics, we must do so, as a precaution, to
prevent any such failures in the future . We have studied and tested this failure
in depth and have developed a simple modification. This modification will be
sent to all Xtralite owners at no cost.

WE DO NOT FEEL THAT THIS MODIFICATION
SHOULD IN ANY WAY ENCOURAGE ANYONE TO DO
AEROBATICS
The purpose of this modification is to implement the improvements we have
developed after studying this incident.
If you have not been contacted before reading this notice, please feel free to
contact your Moyes dealer or Moyes Delta Gliders at 02 387 5622.

lall JarnuJlt

Executive Director 0

On behalf of the Moyes Team

Steve Moyes

GROUND & AERO TOW
"

\,

forEH~!~/~~;~~r~~~ng ~~,=-___.
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with HIGH ADVENTURE AIRPARK

High Adventure Airpark has the most modern and advanced Aero-tow and Ground tow
equipment available in Australia TODAY, with over 5000 tows to our credit in the last 4
years and tow strips in every wind direction.
2 day Ground Tow course:

Includes:

Cost $1.60.00

2 nights accommodation with breakfast
All tows to licence level, theory class & exam
Video, of course!

2 day Aero-tow course:

Includes:

Cost $220.00

2 nights accommodation with breakfast
All tows to licence level, theory class & exam
Video, of course!

"Clubs, come to us or we will come to you"

Contact LEE SCOTT on 065 565265 phone or fax

Learn with the professionals!
I

September 1994
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that I agree wiili GralJam iliat we should continue to work more closely wiili the GFA (and
oilier ASAC members).

Operations Manager's

Height Limits

Report

G

raham Kohr's letter in August Sky sailor
recommends that the HGFA work more
closely with the Gliding Federation. The HGF A
Board has also seen this as desirable, and Ian
and I often are in contact with GFA persOIUle\.
As Graham points out there is a lot of knowledge within the GFA from which HGF A members have and will continue learn.
For instance, in the early eighties when Paul
Mollison and other Competition Committee
members were looking at improving our comp
scoring system, the fIrst place we looked was at
the GFA's system; and legendary GFA member,
the late "Wally" Wallington's book, "Soaring
Conditions for Glider Pilots" , is still the leading
text on soaring meteorology. (Wally provided
daily weather briefs for us at the '88 Worlds.)
During our last HGFA National Team Training
Camp at Lake Keepit we had a GFA member
and sailplane world champion, Brad Edwards
present a talk on "speed-to-fly theory", all those
present agreed that the perfonnance of hang
gliders now has reached a stage where these
theories can be used to advantage. The GFA
Operations Manager, Mike Valentine assisted
at our last Instructor Course at Wangaratta Witil
a presentation on "mixed" operations and accident prevention. The GFA are also currently
assisting our PHG COlTunittee wiili tile upgrade
of our Pilot Training Syllabus and PHG Maintenance Documentation.
On ilie club level, in many areas because of
ilie small numbers of sport aviators, tiley are
members of tlle one club. A sign of iliings to
come in Australia is demonstrated in Tumut,
where hang glider, glider, trike, ultralight and
light aircraft pilots are all members of tile Aero
Club. They share ilie airport and club facilities
as well as the air. We all ilie one thing in
common, a love of getting our feet off the

"... we all the one thing in
common: a love of getting

Though ilie CAA have pronlised to have
our clearances to ten thousand feet gazetted by
this season, it is mid September as I write this
and there is still no formal approval. They are
still saying SOON! !
Even once ilie fIve thousand foot limit is
lifted to ten, we still must avoid Controlled
Airspace (CTA). I have had unconfmned reports iliat pilots have infringed CTA in boili
Brisbane and Sydney. I refer iliese pilots to the
article "Hang Gliders and Controlled Airspace"
in June Skysailor - the fIctional account could
well be realised if pilots continue to stray into
aircraft approach paths. A head on with a
Jumbo would not only be the end of life of
the hang glider or paragJider pilot, but
would be the "end of life as we know it" for
us all!
Be warned iliat if any substantiated reports
are received of pilots infringing CTA, there will
be Disciplinary Action initiated. We must make
a determined effort to curb any such infringements. Perhaps we need to make an example of
someone; any volunteers?

our feet off the ground!"

LegaL Requirements

ground! This is happening in other areas as
well and the more we get to know and understand each oiliers forms of aviation ilie better.
The HGFA, GFA and all oilier sport aviation bodies in Australia are united through the
A ustralian Sport Aviation Confederation
(ASAC). As well as muting in negotiation wiili
ilie CAA on airspace and sport aviation related
matters, ASAC is working toward closer union
and cooperation between ilie various ASAC
member associations. The HGFA is in fact leading ilie push to incorporate sport aviation bodies, ilic HGFA Board realise that many HGFA
members fly various sport aircraft and would

like to see a Sport Aviation CertifIcate wiili
endorsements for ilie various different aircraft.
This will come, but may still be years down the
track as some ASAC members do not see anyiliing to gain from such a concept, while oilier
associations, operating on a volunteer basis,
feel that any change to ilie status quo would
only cost ilieir members money. The HGFA see
that by combining our administrative resources, the reverse should be tile result.
Similarly, ilie HGFA are working much
more closely wiili tile Australian Ultralight
Federation. They too have agreed to a mutual
exchange of ideas and expertise.
Enough of tilis, all I started out to say was

Whilst I am waving ilie big stick, we still
need to lift our game in several areas:
• 1llere are a number of pilots flying without Pilot CertifIcates. CAO 95 .8 requires tilat
you must have a Pilot Certilicate (or be under
ilie supervision of an HGFA Instructor) - no
Certificate, no Insurance! Please talk to your
instructor or club SSO and gain a Certificate!
• Some members are slow to renew and fly
wiiliout being fl1la.llcial - no membership, no
Insurance! One pilot had an accident the day
after his membership expired and lodged an
insurance claim for damages to a car (the company is still considering whether or not to pay
and iliey have every right to refuse tile claim).
• A number ofPHG pilots are flying unregistered trikes - ilie HGFA Powered Operations
Manual Section 6.11.\ (a) states iliat they must

The world's best feeling.
Is[
Is[
1st
1st
Is[
1st

Dave Adams
Tomas Suchanek
Bob Baier
Mike Stephens
Sepp Singhammer
Dave Redman

94 Spanish N ationals
94 European C hampionships
1st round, 95 German Leag ue
94 British League
German XC-Cup
Indonesian Championships

XTRALlTE H7
XTRALlTE 147
XTRALlTE H7
XTRALlTE 13 7
XTRALlTE 147
XTRALlTEH7

-~

~ Moyes De1taGliders PtyLtd, 173 Bronte Road, Waverley '2024 NSW, Tel: (02) 387 5622
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Fax: (02) 387 4472
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Democracy:
It Will Be
Great When
It Gets "ere
by Stan Roy, Suncoast Hang
Gliders
n ~le June issue of Skysailor Ule President
wntes about ilie new democratic nature of
ilie HGFA, and again in the July issue, he and
ilie Vice President encourage us to contact our
Board members with any ideas, inputs or comments.
Now the Board election results were
printed in ilie April Skysailor, yet here we are
in August, 4 monUls later, still waiting for ilieir
contact phone numbers and address to be
printed and real democracy to begin" I feel
confident iliis will happen soon as I have
brought Ulis to ilie attention of the Executive
Director and President. As one of UlOse who
nominated, I naturally look forward to having
access to ilie Board Members and actually have
been earbashing Dave Lanlont quite a bit as his
phone lllunber and address is still printed in tlle
old regional list. Ed's note: A list was pn'nted
011 page 27 of the June issue. It has 1I0W been
included ill the page 3 contacts asfrom the last
issue.
I have met and spoken at length witll our
new President whose phone nlUnber is also

I

Contined from page 12...
be registered! No registration, no Insurance!

F alai Accident
A Forbes based trike pilot, Rodney Back
was killed instantly when his PHG dived into
ilie ground. Our sincere sympathy goes to his
wife and daughters. Further details will be published once the coroner at Forbes has released
his findings.

Modifying Aircraft
TIlOugh full details carmot be published
lmtil ilie coroner has completed his investigation, it appears Ulat a contributing factor in iliis
fatal accident may have been modifications to
the trike wing. TIle tips had been rotated down
to decrease washout in ilie wing and increase
the trim speed of ilie glider. This practice can
reduce ilie PHGs pitch stability and is strongly
discouraged.
To modify any wing from its certified
configuration can remove its in-flight integrity.
Fly safely,
Craig Worth 0
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freely available and I am impressed wiili the
continuing enthusiasm and energy he gives
freely to our sport. He has a big job ahead of
him ifhe wishes to increase ilie real ntunber of
hang glider pilots. I personally believe iliat
hang g tiding is stagnant, taking away
paraglider and powered hang glider pilots. I
don ' t believe our ntunbers have increased for
ilie last 3 years. I sense iliat paragliding and
powered hang gliding are ilie growfu areas in
our sport at ilie moment.
Unlike Geoff Martin, I am concerned iliat
we increase our ntunbers so iliat we have more
lobbying power. I don't believe iliat site crowding is a problem wiili our recently improved
ability to ground tow and aero tow launch.
Increased numbers would mean increased
budget and ilie ability of HGFA and clubs to
i

I I sense that paragliding and
jpowered hang gliding are the
i growth areas in our sport at
I
the moment.
I

....................-....................__ ............................ __ ...
purchase sites, both hill launch and tow
launches (from ilie landing areas), and perhaps
have licensed club houses like GFA. I maintained iliatHGFA should have tri~d to purchase
UleKillamey ' Sunday Plains' 200 fttake offsite
five or six years ago . That opportunity unfortunately has probably passed us by.
As hang gliding schools are Ule cutting
edge by which our numbers can increase, it
ought to be of concern Ulat Uley are having a
tough time and that viability has decreased
dramatically in most cases. Obviously the recession which we are now supposed to be corning out of has a lot to do WiUl iliat, but the HGFA
must also take some of ilie responsibility for
shooting itself in the foot. The HGFA has
caused dramatically increased costs to ilie hang
gliding school operator.
My three chief objections are:
I. The School Facility Inspection Fee of
$250.00;
2. The Maintenance schedule for Training
Hang Gliders;
3. TIle ASC Level II Coaching Course.
I. Now a $250 Inspection fee may not
sound much to a big school but it adds on to the
already high costs of smaller schools, and ilie
HGFA could easily absorb it.
2. TIle Maintenance schedule for Training
Gliders sounds a bit like it was written for
Passenger Flying Jets. Now we know iliere has
been ~ fatality because of a training glider
failure . Obviously a HGFA Maintenance
Schedule was overdue, but this one has gone
completely ' over ilie top '. For example replacing the complete set of wires every 6 monilis or
every 50 flying days, whichever comes first. I
have a larger training glider Ulat I ' ve used once
in the last six monUls, or 3 times in Ule last year.

The wire replacements cost alone would be
about $50.00 per lesson. Need I say more.
3. The Level II ASC course. The cost of
doing this course is approximately $1200 minimum, and has to be absorbed by ilie instructor.
Most instructors who have done it agree iliat it
is about 90% irrelevant to hang gliding. So why
are we doing it? I'll tell you why. So iliat ilie
HGFA and competition pilots can get funding
from ilie ASC. Now as far as I'm concerned,
and I fuink most recreational pilots would concur, ilie comp pilots or ilieirmanufacturer sponsors can fund tl1emselves. It is painfully
obvious that ilie pilots representing our two
major manufacturers do not work as a team
when iliey are in overseas comps, in spite ofilie
fact iliat iliey collectively represent our country.
Apart from the obvious missed opportunities such as ilie one mentioned, I feel that lack
of club support and school follow-up support
for novice pilots to be a major cause of the huge
novice drop-out rate.
Now, it's pretty cruel to ask professional
hang glider instructors who are already working far too hard for far too little money to give
much more in terms of free time to help the
novice pilots along. I believe most of iliem
already give a lot fo free extra time anyway and
iliose who don ' t should' lift ilieir game'.
My greatest disappointment in hang gliding
has always been ilie selfishness of so many
intermediate and advanced pilots who don't
show any inclination to help novice pilots. Indeed most of iliern are more interested in banning novice pilots from as many of ilieir sites
as possible so as not to incur any more risk of
losing their precious sites, which iliey already
put at risk by their sloppy launch techniques (as
correctly pointed out by ilie Ops Manager in tlle
last issue) which is generally irtferior to welltrained novices.
There now, I think I've insulted everybody.
If I missed you, please let me know and I'll
catch up on it in ilie next issue. 0

N01V AVAILABLE
from

AirBorne
The Perfect Flying
Glove
Smooth skin neoprene
with leather palms
and
reiuforced fingers.

Not too heavy, not too light.
Med, XL and XXL

$45.40
P h o n e 0 49 4 991 9 9
Fax 0 4 9 499 395
22/30 Kalamo Rd, Redhead NSW 2290
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CROSS COUNTRY FLYING
HOLIDAY / SEMINARS
To be held at the 'Flatter Than Flatlands' Birchip area (some of the territory
covered by Drew Cooper during his 420km record breaking flight).

You supply

We supply
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Cost to escape for 9 days - $990 all inclusive.
Your hosts are both top ranked Australian pilots - Rohan is a current memher
of our National team whilst Tove hold,' the record for an Out & Return flight
in Norway and has been a member of the Norwegian team.

For an 'information package and itinerary contact:
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PROPWASH ...
"CLEAR PROP" - a familiar sound to a trike pilot
prior to the roar of a Rotax bursting into life!
You
may
be wondering
what
Propwash... is about!
If we could just understand a little more
about this magical sport of triking , then just
maybe some of us may be flying safer, longer
and even further than ever before!
Propwash... is the air that has been
disturbed by a spinning propellor, generating a
force defined as thrust. Also, an article
specifically for the trike pilots of Australia.
Each month Propwash... will include
topics on; pilot and aircraft airworthiness, safety
tips, maintenance notes, and even some general
legal advice. There is much to learn and
understand as we defy gravity in search of our
freedom!
You are never too old or too
experienced to learn something new. For most
student trike pilots an instructor can be your only
source of knowledge. If you are under instruction,
you should approach the art of flying with a
vengeance to learn more than ..... just enough!
You will discover books and videos are
available, but most of all - ask plenty of questions.
Your qualified instructor should have the correct
answers.
So your day arrives ... .Your instructor
says "Are you ready to fly solo?" and your
decisional skills tell you to say .... " Yes ".
Time for you to demonstrate that your
instructor has competently trained you to launch,
fly in command - without instruction, and land an

aircraft safely. Ultimately, your first solo flight as
pilot in command will be a living memory forever.
Shortly, you have twenty or so hours
and a Pilot Certificate! So what type of trike will
satisfy your requirements? Should I purchase or
just rent for a while? New or second hand - what
about depreciation? Single or two place, economy
or performance? History of safe operations and
maintenance. These are just a few questions that
will justify your capital outlay. Sound advice would
be to get a professional second opinion !
There are quite a variety of trikes to
choose from in the market place, both Australian
and imported . The history of the Australian trike
evolution is quite simple. In 1983, a small
backyard business copied an early English built,
18hp tricycle base and fitted a slightly modified,
but stronger hang glider wing to the base. This
flew slow but became the means to the future of
triking in Australia.
To this end , this small Australian
manufacturer built forty or so Fuji Robin trike
bases with 210 sq ft wings - the model was
named the Explorer II.
Over the next two to three
years the Rotax engine became a viable option ,
as this engine had a gearbox reduction ! And so
evolved the Osprey, a 170 sq ft wing with a Rotax
power plant. This later became the Osprey-Arrow
and to follow was the liquid cooled 532 Rotax,
aptly named the Buzzard/Arrow II .
The trikes were now becoming heavier
and faster , about 35-40 knots cruise, and this is
where our story begins.
The two seat flying training that
occurred from 1983 till about February, 1990 was
basically illegal ! Hence the commencement of
Civil Aviation Order (CAO) 95.32. The CAA

decided that the only way these fringe dwellers of
aviation could survive would be to make them
legal.
The CAA / HGFA / AUF approved
flight training organisations and certified two place
trikes, allow us to all safely share the airspace
providing we demonstrate consistent airmanship
skills.
In addition, the CAA agreed that all the
previous aircraft models built prior to 1990 could
be registered and operated in accordance with
CAO 95.10.
You can purchase a CAO 95.10 trike;
but be sure that this aircraft has a history of safe
operation, or a letter of approval for a Technical
Data Package prior to handing over your cash!
No matter what... , it will alwavs be a
single seat aircraft! It will be illegal for you to ever
fly this type of aircraft with a passenger. Even if
you have fitted a later model certified wing, it will
always be a single seat CAO 95.10 aircraft !
Next month we shall look at the two
seat variety, so stay tuned, and "CLEAR PROP'
for now.
If you would like a particular topic or
question answered, then please address your
letters to the editor. Propwash will do the rest!

The Propwash ... Pun for the month is:

"Better to be on the ground
wishing you were in the air,
than being in the air wishing
you were on the ground".

* NOTICE *
North East Victoria Hang Gliding Club
Huge Glider Demo Weekend
When

4th - 5th & 6th November (1st weekend)

Where

North East Victoria, Milawa (almost alongside Brown Bros Winery)

Who's Coming

Enterprise Wings
Moyes
Airborne?

Who Else

Everybody is welcome

Directions

From Melbourne 2 11/2 hours. Turn off Hume Freeway just north of Glenrowan
and take Snow Road to Milawa/Myrtleford. At Oxley turn right (look for our sign)
off Snow Road at Gehrig Winery sign. The paddock is 13km on the left, down this
road .
Trike Towing & Dragonfly Towing, bring your car tow system (we will have one
or two). There is a 500' hill nearby if you are not tow endorsed.
There are some Hotels, Motels and Caravan Parks nearby, and some Camping Areas near the local river.

Contact
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Dermot Meaney 057 572910
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Thoughts On Pilots
Name withheld on request
re my eyes drawn naturally to the sky because
I was an eagle in a past life? Eyes which once
were oblivious to much that went on around me; now
spot a distant movement, or a speck circling or gliding
toward its next goal. People who don't fly gaze
blankly, looking for what has attracted my attention.
Something that other pilots have often seen even
before me.
As a cumulus cloud forms above a mountain
peak, I know that the air is rising beneath it. Pilots
will point out such indicators to others and will note
the resultant effects on the air which are invisible to
the eye - but clear to the mind of fellow aviators.
Non-pilots do not care. They do not need to know of
Pilots waiting (and talking) during a Wingtips weekend
something they carmot use. A friend told me that she
on Bald Hill, Tumut NSW - photo Colleen Doyle
once dreaded the endless talk amongst pilots ofthermals, turbulence, hawks that had flown
fly soon tire of such conversation, prealongside us. Since learning to fly her"Many
times
have
I
been
offeredfood
or
ferring
their own ground based topics.
self she has happily joined in such disThere
is a fellowship that exists
cussions. I usually keep my wondrous
shelter by people I hardly know because we
amongst
those
who fly for the love of
accounts of flying to a minimum these
share a common passion for flight. "
it. A paraglider, to me, seems slow and
days when socialising with non-pilots,
cumbersome. Why they do not hang
otherwise I fmd myself alone staring at
glide when the conditions appear
the sky or the stars. Those who do not
good for venturing cross country, this
escapes me. I suppose I am biased toward my ideal of free flight. I
imagine that sailplane pilots wonder why I plod along so slowly as
they speed past toward their next thermal. Even so, I understand why
we all fly, particularly those of us powered only by gravity. It is a
Skycycles
supply
the
largest range of microlight
desire to be free, to be challenged by the scales balancing what we
aircraft to the Australian
see by what we know. TIle challenge is never ending and although
market. Our experience in the
experience makes us better pilots, we can always fly further, faster
microlight
industry
in
and higher. If we do not limit ourselves by artificial horizons, we can
Australia is second to none.
step beyond the boundaries of what is perceived to be conunon
John Goodrich (Managing Director) has been flying
practice.
weightshift aircraft for 20 years, and involved with trikes since
In my journeys throughout the world and meetings with other
they became available here. We have owned , flown , sold and
travellers
I have enjoyed the benefits of this fellowship. Many times
instructed on most types, including Arrow, Edge 582, Skylink
have I been offered food or shelter by people I hardly know because
532, Pegasus Xl, Pegasus Q, Quasar and now Quantum in
we share a common passion for flight. I have been helped by pilots;
that order. All aircraft are different, each have certain
one a mechanic, another a lawyer, and many others with skills I do
advantages, usually these are not apparent until using one in a
not have. The benefits I have received seem far greater than such
school environment or owning one for a while. Choosing an
efforts on my part.
aircraft can be a tricky business as we know its a major
investment.
The only time this fellowship seems to break down is when
commercial
activities intervene. People who should be friends fight
My advice to new customers is to do some training, say at
amongst each other for money or a market. This is sad when I consider
least 5-10 hours, then try a few of the models available before
how many people there are who do not fly, yet could enjoy it if only
buying. This allows the customer to make an informed choice
they were introduced. Rather than putting down a competitor, comas the difference between models is quite remarkable and
mercial operators should concentrate on improving and better prodifferent people suit different trikes . It is best to make the
correct choice the first time, so put on your must fly list these
moting their own service. A lenticular cloud indicates only part of a
current models:
much larger wave of moving air. Ifwe could all work together more,
Pegasus Xl
($16,900)
1
the potential market for tandems and instruction could prove to be
Airborne Edge
($20,500)
2
far greater than that which is evident at first glance.
Mainair Mercury
($18,500)
3
I recently had a negative experience when attempting to provide
Pegasus Quantum
($21,500)
4
tandem
instructional flights in Vancouver. An excellent opportunity
Models have approxiamate prices in brackets
existed to promote hang gliding and introduce many newcomers to
Phone us to arrange a test flight in WA, SA, NSW or QlD.
flight. However, three paraglider pilots endeavoured to prevent what
Skycycles - 14 Northern Ave, MOORABIN AIRPORT. VIC
they saw as adverse competition to their own tandem operation on
(03) 587 5975
Fax (03) 587 5976
the mountain. Although delayed and restricted, I fmally managed to
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successfully start-up. My flight confmned a prior opinion that it was
obviously an excellent location, with potential for many more qualified
tandem pilots of both disciplines. The only thing missing was a friendly
atmosphere in which to work. I do not teach people of flight for great
fmancial reward - it is for the lifesty Ie and the love of it, so I left.
On returning to Queenstown, New Zealand, I can again enjoy my
work. While I have been seated here in my favourite coffee shop, I have
observed tandem paragliders almost continuously descending into their
landing area. When I think of the fifteen pilots allowed to fly tandem
parapentes here on any day over town, and the busy hang gliding
opemtion I work for on nearby mountains - I am reminded of how
small-minded those three fellows were in Vancouver...A city about 350
times the population here!
I enjoy making people happy by teaching them what is possible in
flight. I am reminded of the way I felt after my first high glide, the
Jonathan Livingstone Seagull in us all. My recent experience was not so
bad because I leamt from it - to apply to future situations. My tmvels
throughout North America brought many other rewards and memories. I
met a lot of friends and hope to see them again to retum their hospitality.
Because of the help oflocal Vancouver pilots, the doors are still open for
someone else to provide tandem hang gliding flights at that mountain.
Pilots will always be an exceptional breed of people. There are still
a large percentage of all people in the world who would be pilots given
the chance. Wouldn ' t it be great if all of us who have "seen the light"
could coopemte (even conunercial opemtors) to promote all forms of
aviation. Antoin~ De Saint-Exupery was a pilot and author who delivered
mail across isolated and treacherous regions during aviation's pioneer
days. I can easily identify with his love for flight and for life. His words
from "Wind, Sand and Stars" seem appropriate here:

"Nobody grasped you by the shoulder
while there was still time. Now the clay of
which you were shaped has dried and
hardened, and naught in you will ever
awaken the sleeping musician, the poet,
the astronomer that possibly inhabited you
in the beginning."
I anl regularly told by people that Uley had always wanted to try hang
gliding, Ulat they often dreamt of flight. There is a sleeping pilot that
inhabits many people. There is a sleeping pilot Ulat inllabits many people
- of Ulat I am sure.
There is much work for me and any other pilot who wants to awaken
those people to Ule experience of free flight. I hope that pilots can help
each oUler in Ulis conunon gaol, whatever our differences. Let us be
positive in our approach as there is no benefit in putting down competitors. If everyone could strive for excellence in Uleir own specialty then
we would all be successful.
Good luck to you! 0

The mOYES team
will be on the road and
coming soon to a location
near you.

A I 1
22-23 Oct.

welcome

NEW SOUTH WALES*
High Adventure Airpark
Contact Lee Scott
Tel (065) 565265

5-6 Nov.

VICTORIA*
Milawa
Contact Dermot Meaney
Tel (057) 572 910

I I - I 2 Nov.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Phone for details
Contact Larry Jones
Tel (085) 563030
or Greg Hefferan
Tel AH (08) 2788169

*

including Dragonfly Aero Tow Team

HEADWIND
FLI~HT

SVSTErvlS
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SAILMAKING
EXPERIENCED REPAIRS TO

HANG GLIDER SAILS
Liz Hird (066) 84 7 969
September 1994

Moyes Delta Gliders Pty Ltd
173 Bronte Road, Waverley, NSW 2024
Australia
Tel: (02) 387 5622
Fax: (02) 387 4472
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THE PRE-WORLDS 1994
station and they doC"t 9,,&(1
wandering through the maze of
has been in a time warp since medieval ti"'lj
but for the fact that it lies at the bottom of a 30De)'
Qfl$ a road to the top!

by Steve Blenkinsop

slightly used

RAGLlO[
SAL{
5 Only:

AffiMANRC9
23sqrn. LID 4.5: 1

Ideal intermediate canopy
ALL IN NEAR NEW CONDITION

The Monsec Ridge and the intervention of
an eccentric Irishman who has established the
"Speed Bar" in Ager, combine to make this a
cosmopolitan Mecca for hang glider pilots.
Monsec is the most obvious feature of the
Pre Pyrenes. TIle Pyrenes are an awesome rampart of jagged peaks separating Spain from
France, and are the spectacular result of a collision between the Iberian Peninsular and the
rest of Europe.
What this means for soaring pilots is a good
variety of fantastic flying, from flatlands to
alpine, in the long hot summer days of a Mediterranean climate.
The fact that Ager will most probably get
the Worlds is by default; there apparently were
not other bids. What we had to do was get over
tllere, learn tile place, blood some new pilots
and do well.
We scored two out of three and realistically
probably did as well as many expected as a
team. Certainly some individuals are disappointed with their performances, but in a competition only one person is really happy.
The HGFA assisted ten pilots: Mark Newland, Steve Blenkinsop, Steve Moyes, Steve
Gilmour, Rohan Holtkamp, Michael Zupanc,
David Adams, Dave Staver, George Kambas
and Alan Beavis.
The first eight being in the nominated A
team, and the last two joining four ex-pats,
Andrew Sanders, John Kilgour, Tim Hutcherson and John Hutcherson in the B team.

(066) 858 459
Byron Bay
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Considering the overall cost of attending
this event came to about $5000 each and the
assistance ran to only $800 each, we were well

represented.
After getting vehicles sorted out and picking up the stragglers and lost gliders, we go in
a few days practice. It was reasonably effective
and we became familiar with the ridge, and
some of the tumpoints and area over the back.
Most impressive in practice were the
French who flew very tight and fast, always
ensuring they got off the hill together with
nobody holding them up. Their team flying
eventually proved unbeatable in the competition.
The area was hot dry and dusty,just like SA
in mid summer. In fact the first two days of
competition were blown out with dust storm
conditions, reminiscent of the drought conditions we had just left. Teamwork proves essential to pack up gliders on launch, as the wind
increased to 35-40 kts turning several kites
inside out as they were being folded.
For the next ten days though, we flew non
stop and although tasks were not overly long,
top pilots averaged 3 hours on task and 80 km
per day (27 kph) over some very varied
courses. Maximum height recorded was
12,000' and maximum thermal strength 1800
fpm, averaged over 15 seconds.
I say on course, for a start clock was used
for all but one day when a start tarp was tried.
The clock meant getting in tile air and circling
arolUld, often for an hour trying to decide when
to go. You also had to try to coincide topping
out in a thermal with the clock changing, as it
was manually operated and only moved at five
minute intervals.
In typically Spanish fashion one day the
clock started at window opening of 2.30 and
then went to 2.25,2.20 and 2.15, before jumping to 2.50. The confusion for 170 pilots milling around was extreme. Another day a late
starting German pilot became a little agitated
when the boys operating the clock got a little
sick of it and seeing the sky almost empty of
gliders went off for a siesta.
Overall though, the clock was successful in
itself, though tile gaggles were frightening.
Two mid air collisions, luckily both causing no
damage, added to the intensity of discussion
about tile start. The consensus appeared to be
that a data back remote start on course, will be
used next year.
After two days of competition tile Australians were looking good, not far behind tile
French and with a few individuals well up. I
have seen it happen before though and sure
enough we bombed on day three with five of
our top eight going down, only 113 of the way
into tile task. As it happened, I literally hit tIle
deck 1500' up a ridge after a tllennal fOlUld me
too slow witIl the VB. on and only one wingspan out. Seemingly in sympathy, four of our
top pilots landed in the valley below me, even
though I had got a good message out that I was
O.K. It proved to be a bottleneck on the course
with Jim Lee, Chris Aria and many o tIlers decking it at tIle same point.
TIl!l11kS to the Sp!l1lish guys who walked
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well. Dave Staver, also on
his first overseas team, took
a few days to slow down
(and stay in the air), but then
scored well fQr tl1e team.
George Kambas made goal
when he needed to, to make
the cut and considering
there were 170 in the meet,
still beat half the field.
111e rest 0 f us have been
pouring fortlmes into competing internationally for, in
some cases, decades and
my glider down as well as Steve Moyes
and Rudi Gotes. I got off the mountain
unscathed. Steve and Jed Gilmore performed major surgery on the XTR and
got me back in the air the next day.
Unfortunately we had our second
collapse as a team next day when all set
for a major comeback, Steve Moyes
landed 50 m short while in the lead with
me and a couple of others just behind
him. A strong sea breeze caught us,
perhaps a GPS and us heeding Ron
Newland on the ground more might
have seen us home.
From that point on the teams consolidated positions, with the Americans getting
very mixed individual results but always getting a few home fast. With only Mark Gibson
in the top ten, they still placed second behind
the French. Scoring the best three each day put
them al1ead of the Poms who ended up with four
in the top ten. Australia was fourth .
Individually the competition was a continuation of tl1e SuchanekIRuhmer battles we had
seen last season in Australia. This time Manfred
got a break and 1110mas had to push it too hard
to catch up, ending up satisfied witl1 second.
(The positions were reversed in the Europeans,
just after the Pre-Worlds, but with a very much
closer result).
There were some otl1er noticeable individual placings. Joe Bostik made a great retOOl ,
ending up tl1e second Yank after being well up
in the top ten for most of tl1e competition . He
will not make the US team because of selection
criteria and probably tlus is lucky for other
teams.
Gerard Thevenot saw a return to form, hitting third at the end of tl1e competition. He has
been a hero of mine since 1982 when I saw him
win Como by flying right across tl1e Swiss Alps
from Italy.
It was not all a case of age and experience
though, with Shaun Kimberley (UK) on a Rumour III making a mark at fifth spot in his first
major intemational competition.
111e new blood for Australia had mixed
fortunes. Steve Gilmour is hardly new but continues to fly like a new man, being well up for
most of the competition and ending up 17tl1.
Rohan Holtkamp in his first overseas comp
came 30th and handled the strange country
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the team leaders, after the death of Marc Epaillord (F). There was some concern mentioned by
the French that perhaps tl1e mental fatigue of
ten straight flying days had contributed to the
accident. However, with the individual and
team results pretty well sewn up, most pilots
found Marc's death took the incentive to fly on
the II tl1 day away.
Personally I found the competition both as
pilot and team leader a considerable challenge,
one that maintains my motivation for competition. It is hard to do full justice to both tasks at
once, though the excellent job Pedro Chapa did
as meet head made it a pleasure to work with
the organisation.
We had a very fruitful debriefmg
for team leaders where a wide range of
issues were discussed to improve some
areas for next year's Worlds. Consensus was not reached on the scoring system, which strayed away from the trend
of the past few years where the Australian system had become something of a
standard. Instead we were subjected to
two versions of an Italian system. Two
versions because a major error was
found in it part way into the meet and it
was changed for the fmals . Without going into details, I quote Paul Mollison
who, after writing an 18 page analysis of the
system for the FA!, said he still would not like
to have to explain it to hang glider pilots! 0

anything outside tl1e top 10 leaves you philosophical for a while.
Beavo 's winning a day (and getting 100
potatoes for his efforts) at least put an Australian on the presentation stage.
Glider wise the
top placings were
shared around. The
Xtralite was decidedly the most popular glider in the
In the heart of Victoria 's
competition and
finest alpine country
was better than proportionally repreCome and stay at a hostel operated by a
sented in tl1e top 20.
pilot for pilots.
Laminars (the
C omes with local site knowledge, AVFAX
Italian Moyes spinweather
information, XC planning advice
off), and Airwave's
a nd a radio base.
Klassic were also
high in numbers
Sky out during the day, then come and
with good reprerelax
and exchange your flying yarns with
sentation in higher
pilots from all over the globe.
placings. Tecmos,
Rumours 3's, a
The hostel is in the centre of town , opposite
Ramair, a Desire
the PO. Look for the windsock at the top
and a La Mouette
end of town .
also made up the
A night will cost you from $14 per person
top 20. Of all tl1e
Our Frequent Flyer Plan can reduce
(share).
major manufacturthe
cost
even further! Twins and dorms.
ers it is perhaps a
available from $2.75
Breakfast
surprise to see Wills
Wing without a top
Contact Geoff or Maz White
ten placing.
PO Box 67, Top Floor, 4 Ireland St
The competiBright Vic 3741
tion concluded a
day early by unaniTel: 057 501244, Fax: 057501246
mous agreement of

:H:~9fkhptla~~:;:s
OS

e
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Mob: 018 052793, UHF repeater #8
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By Godfrey Wenness
If I had a thousand dollars for every punter
who asked me what those little ears on ADVANCE paragliders do, I'd be able to buy a
little wind tunnel and ... But really, apart from
being a distinctive trademark of the brand, what
do the winglets actually achieve? To answer
that we must revise some basic aeronautical
knowledge on the way wings work.
OK, at this point I' ll assume that we are all
well aware of the pressure distribution arowld
an aero foil. If you don 't know you shouldn 't be
holding your pilot rating. The terms relative
airflow, lift, drag, and angle of attack should
also have been burned into your memory by
your instructor. Now let's complicate the picture by throwing in a few versions of ' drag' and
by iliat I don't mean a description of Mardi Gras
costumes.
Total drag can be split into two groups; that
associated witll the production of lift called
' induced drag ' which is vortices at tlle trailing
edge, especially at the wing tips; and all otller
drag forces known as 'parasitic drag ' which
includes 'form' , ' skin' and 'interference' drag.
Drag is the enemy of lift and it's the lift to drag
ratio (or LID) iliat is the performance figure
which best indicates glider efficiency. The LID
is not just relevant to straight flight for maximum glide angles, as most punters would think,
but logically also for tuming efficiency and tllUS
climb rates. Of course, a well behaved glider
and proficient pilot are of great importance too,
but that's subject matter for another article.
Back to the ' winglets' . The wing lets are

there to reduce ' induced drag ' . They also have
some effect in the wing 's tracking, meaning tlle
glider will be better at maintaining a heading,
be it in a straight line or in tum. ADVANCE
paragliders are well known for their superior
trim heading and in-tum characteristics due in
part to this. The tracking effect is the result of
the obvious stabilo action but is also interrelated with the induced drag reductions we're
about to get on to.

"Unfortunately for us, the
better a wing s sink rate (or
lift) the greater the induced
drag."

Induced drag is a by-product of the production of lift. To produce lift the static pressure on
the upper wing surface will be less than that on
the lower wing surface. As the air flows rearwards some of it will leak or spill around the
wingtip from the high static pressure under the
wing to the low static pressure area above the
wing. This causes a general spanwise flow of
air outwards away from the centre on the lower
surface and the opposite way on the top surface.
The diagram illustrates this.
Where these opposing span or lateral flows
meet at the trailing edge, a series of vortices is
formed. The largest of these vortices is at the
wingtips where the lateral flow is the greatest.
The strongest wingtip vortices are produced
whilst flying at low speeds and in tums where
the wing is producing the greatest lift and thus
the highest pressure differential between the
upper and lower surface.
Unfortunately for us, tlle
better a wing's sink rate (or
lift) tlle greater the induced
drag. This is why some of
the best ' lifty ' wings have a
slow min. sink speed. The
,
actual theory as to why
these vortices produce drag
involves discussion on
Newton's Third Law ofMotion, a wing 's ' downwash',
and 'remote relative airflow ' which is beyond the

scope of this article.
Induced drag can be reduced in 4 main
ways - washout, high aspect ratio, wing tapering, and wingtip modification. Only the last
three can be used on paragliders.
Washout or wing twist involves reducing
the angle of attack towards the wing tip such
that there is less lift being generated at the tips.
As there is a lower pressure difference between
the upper and lower wing surface with less
airflow leakage around the wingtip there is a
reduced formation of wingtip vortices and
lower induced drag. This is all very good in
theory but llilfortunately only hang gliders can
use this to advantage. Washout means that the
centre section of the wing will stall first (higher
angle of attack) which is not a desirable feature
for a paraglider where tlle design reality must
actually be more or less the opposite.
A high aspect ratio wing, that is, a long,
narrow one, has weaker wingtip vortices, less
induced downwash and thus less induced drag.
This is the main reason why designers are heading towards more and more aspecty wings with
the obvious benefit of better LID. The only
hurdle here is non-rigid nature ofparagliders.
All paraglider designs exhibit wing tapering to a certain extent. The effect is as for high
aspects - there are weaker wingtip vortices as
there is less wingtip, so the induced drag is less.
Wingtip modifications caught the public's
eye with the new 400 series of the 'ole 747. The
wing lets on the Jumbo being wingtip modifications are not new though, as bulbous wingtip
tanks and ' fences ' have been in use for decades.
The wingtip mods. attempt to reduce the leakage of airflow around the wingtip and therefore
reduce the formation of the worst type of induced drag - wingtip vortices. ' Fences' have a
similar effect in that they reduce the spanwise
flow mentioned earlier. Most paraglider designs inadvertently show a form of wingtip
modification with the ' drooping ' of the last few
or so cells to form a stabilo. Even though it
doesn' t point upwards this also has effect in
reducing wingtip leakage and thus reducing
induced drag.
It is often claimed that the wing lets' benefits are outweighed by their ' parasitic' drag
penalty. The type of parasitic drag referred to is
called ' fonn ' drag which results when the airflow actually separates from the surface, eddies
are formed and the streamline flow is disturbed.
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The resulting turbulent wake increases drag.
The wing lets used on ADVANCE gliders are
designed for the purpose and are streamlined.
Streamlining reduces form drag by decreasing
the curvature of the surfaces, delaying the separation of the bOlU1dary layer and thereby reducing eddying. One need only look closely at the
wing lets to see that they are streamlined in
every direction for optimum efficiency. With a
cross sectional area of roughly half of an A4
page, the winglets on the OMEGA 3 for example, exhibit less than 5% of the drag of tile flat
sheet of paper!
In other words, if you were to drive along
at 45km/h and put a rigid half A4 sheet out ilie
window, flat to the airflow, the pressure you feel
would be tilat ' drag ' of a relatively lUlstreamlined object similar in size to an OMEGA 3
wing let. Then try to feel the pressure (or drag)
against something tile size of a standard business card - that approximates the difference in
drag to the streamlined winglet! Given Htis, one
could say that the drag penalties are indeed
negligible.
The explanation above allows a few points
to be swrunarised regarding the theoretical usefulness of the wing lets. In reducing wing tip
vortices, induced drag is reduced. This teclmically also gives a better LID than if tile same
glider did not have tile winglets. A better LID
means a better glide, more efficient tuming, and
greater manoeuvrability (less drag resistance to
tum).
In reality, the benefits to a paraglider are
harder to measure. ADVANCES ' designer,
Robert Graham, started constructing gliders
WiUl winglets in Ule late 1980 's. The testing, by
his own admission, was and still is, mostly
subjective, as is his whole design process. It
involved extensive trials of gliders with and
wiUlOut tile modification. The winglets themselves were of varying shapes, sizes and locations. The difference between the gliders wiUl
and without tile winglets is easy to feel, he says.
They manoeuvre better and are more precise in
tum. The only objective measurements are
those made to show that speed and sink rates
are not compromised by tlle addition. For each
new glider Ule positioning and size is different
due to changes in the wings design. Given U1at
we will probably never have the ultra-fUle
glider ' feel' skills of Robert Gra1lam nor tile
opportlUlity to test designs with and WiU10llt tile
wing lets, it will j list be a case of taking his word
for it. It is generally known however, Ulat his
gliders exhibit some of Ule best handling characteristics available and they have outright performance to match any comparable design.

So Who

Looks After
The
Advanced
Pilot
By Mark Dedman
t was wiili much interest and admiration that
I read the operations managers report on
accident statistics in the June issue of Sky sailor.
The time and effort to present ilie statistics in
such a clear and irtformative marmer I am sure
will be appreciated and be of benefit to all
pilots. I was however equally disappointed to
yet again see that the statistics were pointed
squarely at tile Novice pilot to justify even more
restrictions being placed on this group even
though statistically ntis is not justified.
Before I continue I will give a little background about myself. My first flights in a hangglider were in a Wings Condor (a standard
rogallo) at tile age of 13 in 1976. I flIst joined
the Australian Hang-gliding Association
around 1980. I never held more ilian a Hang 1
rating as iliey were called then for reasons that
will become evident. I gave away hang-gliding
in 1987 after a car accident and took it up again
actively in 1992. I have never been Ule "Hang
Junkie" but rather consider myself a dedicated
recreational flyer who has to accommodate
life's other responsibilities. The point of all ntis
is to show a long and persistent interest in ilie
sport and an awareness of the changes that have
occurred.
A little history would now be helpful in
regard to the development of the present rating
system. It was proposed as a Urree tier system.
Pilot certificate for training and ilien tile levels

I

of:
1) lntermediatelRecreational
2) Advanced
3) Masters
As can be seen ilie names have changed but
still wiili the same structure as present. Let me
quote ilie description of the bottom rating given
by the national Safety Director in June
Skysailor of 1986:
"TIus rating takes a place somewhere between ilie present P.R.2 and PR.3 levels. It is
designed to serve a dual purpose. Firstly, it will
serve as a flIst nmg on ilie ladder for pilots
wishing to progress to ilie Advanced and Masters Ratings; and secondly, it will form a useful
base, on which purely recreational pilots can
build their skills and experience, while not having to go ' all the way' to ilie next rating level."
(page 34)
An admiral aim and one that won my support for the proposed system but one that has
been diluted and restricted, in my view, unfairly, in the 8 years since.
Back to the statistics presented ntis year. It
is clear iliatOOIH Novice and Advanced pilots
are having more accidents ilian is desirable. But
if you analyse the graphs for landings; 33 accidents involving advanced pilots occurred compared to 27 for novice pilots. More advanced
pilots! For launching ilie situation was reversed
with 37 accidents involving novice pilots and
26 involving advanced pilots. Overall 64 accidents involved novice pilots and 59 involved
advanced pilots. Hardly a significant statistical
difference and a poor basis for the statement "it
is apparent many low airtime pilots are having
accidents", that is, wiiliout making ilie same
statement about advanced pilots. Of course
some interesting information was omitted. Are
these figures percentages or actual numbers of
accidents and if so, how does it compare to ilie
nwnber ofTAKE OFFS and LANDINGS, not
hours airtime, made by each group? My observation of flying sites would be of at least equal
numbers of novice and advanced pilots wiili ilie

A novice launches at Stanwell Park - p. F Nicholson

The winglets Ulat Robert Graham integrally
designs his gliders wiUl are for Ule moment
unique in tile paragliding world. It may simply
be a case of otiler designers not wanting to
appear to be copy-cats or perhaps Uley Ulink
that their designs are good enough WiUlout
Ulem. EiUler way the perfonnance ofUle gliders
WiUl tile fUJU1Y little ears doesn 't seem to be
handicapped by them. 0
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novice pilots generally making more flights of
shorter duration, ie more takeoffs and landings.
This may point to an even greater problem in
some areas of advanced flying.
In previous articles to Sky sailor I have
mentioned how impressed I've been with the
standard of novice pilots compared to 7,10 or
15 years ago. Just recently at Ben Nevis I met
4 extremely well prepared pilots. All had red
streamers showing. Their take off and landing
techniques were flawless with clear signals,
excellent ground handling, good approaches
and flares . They were all very aware of conditions and freely exchanged information on flying the site. Except for the streamers and
perhaps the glider models, they would not be
picked as novice. Hours airtime ranged from 12
to 50 hours.
So what I would like to know is how these
pilots can . now be called "restricted" on the
basis of the statistics presented and be required
to be supervised by a safety officer or duty pilot
before being able to fly. I sometimes wonder if
Novice pilots are not sometimes treated like tlle
HGFA sacrificial lamb to appease CAA . On the
day just mentioned, only novice pilots were
present and all had superb flights. To impose
this restriction would only encourage pilots to
break a very impractical rule. Many novice
pilots are experienced enough to have achieved
intermediate or advanced ratings but through
individual circU1l1stances and lack of easily accessible testing, have not completed all the
paperwork. I am novice but have completed the
theory 2 years ago and air time requirements for
the intennediate certificate 12 months ago but
am wuikely to have the practical skills tested
for quite some time. I can also state that I am
not an isolated case. Would such a restriction be
a blanket restriction or based on logged airtime? I don't think novice pilots need another
thing to worry about rather than concentrating
on their flying.
Another related point is that impractical
and wueasonable rules tend to be broken. I am
one of the many who have hang gliding related
insurance to provide for my responsibilities if
in the event, however wllikely, I am killed. If,
being an experienced novice pilot, I break the
suggested restriction, any protection gi ven by
the insurance may be at risk. Some thing to
think about next time you novice or intennediate pilots fly off Bright Hill, an advanced site!
Finally back to the point of this article. My
intention was not to just have a whinge but to
point out that the statistics point to problems at
both ends of pilot experience. If novice pilots
are to become restricted pilots, who's going to
look after the large nwnbers of advanced pilots
having accidents? Maybe at this level rumual
airmrulShip exams, both theory and practice
should be introduced to insure competency levels are maintained before complacency adds to
the statistics. I think the CAA , ifnot the HGFA,
may view this just as favourable as restricting
novices. 0
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Paragliding
Pressure
by Rosie Fletcher (Instructor)

With the flying season already
underway and a recent conversation
with a newly licensed student I feel
the need to express my concern for
paragliding peer group pressure.
Whether you are aware of it or not, it does
exit. Not only within the experienced sector but
particularly in the Novice to Intennediate
stages of your fl ying career.
Last sU1l1fl1er I was quite surprised to see
many newly licensed pilots attempting to
launch at the height of the day, around I pm at
Mystic .
When in a school environment and when
under strict supervision as students, you can be
gradually introduced to some of the thennic
activity available at Mystic. But at no time are
you subject to any danger or turbulence which
could cause a problem. Mystic is a wonderful
site which has lots of potential, and lots of
different moods. There are days where Mystic
can be smooth as silk and days when you
wouldn't even consider flying.
Okay, so there is only one way to gain
experience and that is to "experience". This
does not mean jU1l1ping in at the deep end,
struggling to tread water, and finally drowning.
You must first learn to wade the water to test
how deep it is, and then to go deeper and deeper
Witll each step, Wlti1 you know how far you can
go .
The smne applies to flying. Don ' t turn up
at Mystic in the middle of the day and go
"flying" just because everyone else is. Chances
are tlmt the people in the air will have many
more hours under their belt than you.
Get out of bed early, go up the hill and do
as many flights as you can while the conditions
are still smooth. On a typical sWl1mer 's day
around 10.30 am you will already notice tlle
conditions changing rapidly. Gradually extend
the time further and further until you gain confidence and respect of Mystic . Before you
know it, you'll be thermaliing above the hill
looking for Harrietville and Mt. Beauty.
We all have different learning capabilities.
Some learn faster tllrul otllers, some have a
natural feel for flying, but most have to try
really hard. Like anything, if you really stick at
it, and you really want it - you will eventually
succeed.
As you gain more skills and really start to
"fly", you ' ll push yourself further and furtller
witll each flight you have. You ' ll be flying with

"Instruction and advice doesn't
stop because you stop paying
for it."
pilots far more experienced than yourself and
you'll see them thermalling to great heights as
you glide down to the "bombout". This can be
extremely frustrating. It is important that you
remember to keep an eye on your landing area.

PONTI'S PADDOCK IS NOT LONGER
AVAIlABLE TO Us. Under no circwnstances
are you to land there.
A common problem many inexperienced
pilots share is trying to learn too much too
quickly and this is when mistakes are made.
I've been there and done that. Thought I
was indestructible, tllat I could do anything, and
then one day (in front oftlle ChaImel7 cameras
I might add) I came unstuck and ended up in
hospital witll broken bones. This made me realise that things can go wrong and usually when
you least expect.
I've seen some of my best friends end up
with serious injuries all because of pilot error.
It had to be because it wasn't a structural failure,
it wasn 't anotller pilot's fault. It was theirs
because they chose to fly when maybe tlley
should have stayed on tlle growld.
To the experienced pilots out tllere, spare a
thought for new members when tlley twn up to
a site for the first time . They take their
paragJider out of its bag and tllere is tlus little
red ribbon attached to it. Already they feel
inferior, as though all eyes are watching them.
They may feel they have to perfonn, they may
feel embarrassed, apprehensive and, naturally,
nervous. All tlle right ingredients for disaster.
Offer support, encouragement and assistance if
need be.
Flying is a wonderful thing that we are all
lucky to experience. Being at 5,000 feet and at
cloudbase is magical and mystical and I believe
you have to encounter for yourself to fully
appreciate.
The contents Oftllis article may seem morbid, but it needed to be reinforced. The season
is already here. Many flights to Harrietville and
beyond have taken place and it's only August.
I feel tllat it will be a "classic" season this year
and lots of newly licensed pilots will be taking
adVaIltage of it.
In no way am I trying to hold you back. I
just don ' tWaIlt to be scraping people off the side
of Mystic this sununer. Take my advice aIld fly
safely and within your limits, and live to experience your frrst time at cloud base.
If you ever have aIly problems or need aIly
advice, don ' t hesitate to ask. Instruction and
advice doesn ' t stop because you stop paying for
it.
Good luck, go for it and I ' ll see you up
there. 0
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-Deane Landreth of Pacific Paragliders looks at the development
ofparag lide rs and makes some predictions onfuture deve lopment.
Here we look at glide performance. In the next issue we will
investigate stability, handling and safety.

T

he modern paraglider has come a long
way from it ' s adaptation from the ram
air parachute. Glide angles of under 3
have increased to around 6.5 to 7 for
most gliders with some competition
gliders having glide angles approaching 8,
To get better glide performance you need to
produce lift while minimising drag . Let ' s look at
some of the features of a modern paraglider which
have achieved this.

ASPECT RA TIO.
The most noticeable feature is that they have
become narrower in the chord and wider in span. In
other words the Aspect Ratio has been increased.
Back in theearlydaysofhanggliders some designers
had the mistaken view that a sharper, more arrow
like plan shape would be more streamlined and
therefore fly better. Thankfully paragliding pilots
were spared this excursion into dubiou s
aerodynamics. Increasing the aspect ratio however,
was a mixed blessing as with it came increasing
problems of stability, control and recovery from
collapse.
Also increased aspect ratio involves other tradeoffs that limit the potential performance. Tosuppon
the increased span of a high aspect wing with the
same cell spacing you need more lines. To maintain
the same projected area you need longer lines.
Having more or longer lines means more drag
and this huns glide performance just as surely as
the reduction in induced drag due to higher aspect
ratio improves it. In fact , for a given cell spacing,
increasing aspect ratio beyond a cenain point will
decrease performance.
I remember seeing an early analysis suggesting
that increasing the aspect ratio beyond three would
not result in increased performance. This proved
not to be true as the actual aspect ratio at which the
performance does not increase is dependent on the
ratio of line drag to profile drag of the wing.
At current line diameters and cell spacings, aspect
ratios as high as 9 are where the performance stans
to decrease but you do not get significant gains
above aspect 6.5.
Wings of aspect ratio 5 and above can be built
which have good stability but their characteristics
in a collapse limit the number of pilots able to fly
them safely. Aspect ratios over 6 suffer from lack
of stiffness across the span making them difficult to
launch or turn.

PLAN SHAPE
Back in the 1920' s a man by the name of Prandlt
showed that an elliptical lift distribution across the
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span produced the least induced drag and so was the
most efficient. Since then , wings designed for
performance have been elliptical or tapered. Note
thatan elliptical planformdoesn ' t necessarily imply
the lift it produces will be elliptically distributed.
Even though most paragliders use elliptical
plan forms the span efficiency of a paraglider is
only in the region of 65 %, so we have some way to
go yet. I suspect that the radius of curvature across
the span complicates matters and that plan forms
other than ellipt ical may be more efficient.

MORE CELLS, MORE PERFORMANCE?
Designers added more cells at narrower spacings
to improve the aerodynamic shape of the wing.
Smoother wings meant the drag of the profile was
less. Smooth looking wings generally require lots
of lines but due to their drag much of the benefit is
lost. You can offset the line drag by using thinner
lines but two factors work against you.
The first is loss of security. More than one ' high
performance paraglider' has unzipped itse lf in
turbulence leaving the pilot to ponder the trade-off
of marginally increased glide indispersed with
sudden uncontrolled increases in sink rate!
Secondly, at low air speeds and small diameters
the drag of a line is proponionally more than bigger
diameters. In aerodynamic terms the drag coefficient is higher at low Reynolds numbers. Line
diameters below I mm are not generally suitable for
most paragliders.

NON SUPPORTED CELLS
Another factor is at play which has only recently
been addressed . Having every cell supponed by a
line may seem smoother to the eye but may not be
aerodynamically smoother.
The turbulence due to many small indentations
may be more than a few larger ones A better
approach is to use lots of cells but with as few lines
as possible. Supponing every second or third cell
is, I believe, a superior approach.
We will see more wings where the designer has
tried harder to optimise the ratio of line drag to
aerodynamic shape. An example of this would be
the new Nova Phocus and our soon to be released
new intermediate paraglider.
The down side of this is the wings do not look as
'h igh performance' as they are, due to the rougher
appearance of the top surface.
Another approach is to use a double top surface
such as in the Swing Minoa. This seems to me to be
an excellent idea but involves heavy trade-offs in
complexity and cost of construction. Time will tell
if this idea becomes successful.
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PROFILE DESIGN
The major advance was realising that the correct
positioning of the opening was underneath the
leading edge. This coincides with the stagnation
point or where the pressure is highest.
Immediately, drag due to turbulence from the
opening was reduced and the airfoils became more
efficient.
Using smaller openings helps reduce the inlet
drag but you pay a penalty in increased tendency to
spin in a collapse. The folded side produces much
drag due to it remaining inflated and the glider
spirals rapidly. For this reason most wings have
retained large openings.
The main performance gains from airfoil design,
once the openings were in the correct place are in
stability and speed range rather than outright
performance.
It is less imponant to a paraglider than say, a
sailplane because drag of the airfoil is a much
smaller proponion of the total drag.
The benefits of increased stability are substantial
as you are now able to maintain higher speeds and
glide though rougher air
Use of computers and powerful computational
fluid dynamics software has produced many of the
latest airfoils and the benefits are evident in the
latest products available from NZ and overseas.
The use of highly efficient ' laminar flow' airfoils
is not appropriate for paragliders due to the fact that
the wing surface is far too rough. These airfoils also
tend to be unstable.

SO, WHERE TO FROM HERE?
The gains to be made with current concepts and
technology are diminishing. A 9: I glide seems
achievab le but on ly in a paraglider that would be
beyond the ability of most to fly safely.
A big jump in performance is only possible by
altering the concept of a parablider.
Adding some rigid structure f"1 beat the limitations
in aspect ratio and line drag imposed by current
designs could be a way forward. Achieving this in
a wing that retains the inherent advantage of
ponability of a paraglider will be the challenge.
Computer models which have been reasonably
accurate for predicting the performance of a
paraglider suggest 15: I glide angles are possible.
To ac hieve glide angles beyond this would require
fairing the pilot into the wing and eliminating lines
comp letely .
Pacific Paragliders is currently developing a
prototype paralhang glider concept. We will keep
you informed of how the development proceeds.
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VAL
GENE
MEETING
HANG GLIDING FEDERATION OF
AUSTRALIA
AGENDA:
1. Apologies
2. Minutes of the last Annual General Meeting
3. Presidents Report
4. Treasurers/Auditors Report
5. Other Reports
6. Special Business

OPEN FORUM 8:30 - 9:30 pm.
An opportunity for members to meet the Board and discuss
Insurance Issues, Constitutional Amendments, Operations Manual
Amendments, and
other issues with the Board, HGFA employees and legal advisers.

6.30 pm FRIDAY 28 OCTOBER 1994
Room 209 NSW SPORTS HOUSE· WENTWORTH PARK
WATTLE ST ULTIMO SYDNEY
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NOTICE OF MEETING
In accordance with HGFA Inc Rules, Part 7, the Annual General Meeting of the Hang Gliding
Federation of Australia Inc will be held at NSW Sports House (Room 209) Wattle St Ultimo
Sydney NSW, on Friday, 28 October 1994 at 6.30 pm.
BUSINESS :
To confirm the minutes of the last annual general meeting as published in June 1994 Skysailor.
To receive reports on the activities of the Federation during the past financial year from; the
President, Secretary, Treasurer & auditor, Insurance Broker, Operations Manager and
Executive Director.
To receive from the Committee and sub-committees, reports on their activities for the past
year.
Note:
Members unable to attend the Meeting are entitled to appoint another member as proxy by
notice on the attached form given to the Secretary no later than 24 hours prior to the meeting.

HANG GLIDING FEDERATION OF AUSTRALIA

- PROXY FORM

.... ...... .. .. .... ........ ... ..... ......... ......... ....... ..... .................. ........ .. .. ............... .(name)
of. ... ............ .................... ....... ... ........... ......... .. ... .... .............. .......... ..... .... ... ..... .. (address)
being a full member of the HGFA (Membership No ....... .......... .... ) appoint .
... ... ........ ....... ....... ................ ............ .. .. ... ... .. .. ...... .... ............... .. ....... ................. ..... (name)
of. ........ .. ........... ..... .... ...... ... .... .... .... ..... ..... .... .. ... .. .. ... ..................... ......... ( address) as my
proxy to vote for me on my behalf at the Annual general meeting of the HGFA to be held on
28 October 1994 and at any adjournment of the Meeting. I note that I am only able to appoint
a member of the HGFA as my proxy.
SIGNED ..................... ..... ....... .. ................... .
DATE. ... ........... ...... .................... .
Please return to HGF A Office for receipt by Wednesday 27 October 1994.

Preparedfor HGFA ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 1994
by Ian Jarman, Executive Director
Hang Gliding Federation of Australia
PO Box 558 Tumut NSW 2720
12 September, 1994

Paragliding Reserves - gome
Timely Discussion
An Article From Gleitschirm
Magazine By Roland Wiirgler
Translated By Godfrey Wenness
This Australian summer is shaping up to be
biggest yet for 99% ofpunters who have taken
up the sport in the last 5 years. Already thernwl
activity is noticably stronger than for the same
time last year with constant climb rates of over
7 mls (1400 ft/min) being common in dry inland
areas. The cloud base is also on overage higher.
and forcast to be the best in years. This augers
well for a knarly time for us jellys and the
likelihood. heaven forbid. of some earnest reserve throws as the season progresses. As such
it s timely to check and repack your equipment.
hove your reserve throw procedure down pat
(under professional supervision) and have a
read about what some Swiss experts have to say
on the subject.

Soaring & Cross Country
Skills Weekend Courses
Location: Mt Buffalo area. Mt Emu. foly
the most popular & consistent sites in
Australia, used by the world's best. Mountain
soaring that is safe for the advancing
novice-to-i ntermediate pilot.
Your Instructor: 18 years full time hang
gliding; 3 times World Championships
competitor, experienced XC pilot & senior
HGFA instructor. Australian Coaching Council
accredited.
Aims: To build good skills & learn safe
habits & techniques. To plan individuals'
further advancement.
Essential Equipment: A glider YOLI are
familiar with (nov/int glider suitable), vario,
altimeter, ASI, UHF radio. logbook. A
determination to improve on your personal
level. Some radios & varios for hire!loan
available.
Dates: Ongoing weekends as demand
indicates. Towing & towing XC at Conargo
later in the season .
Cost: $50 .00 / wcckcnd, cou rse only:
$100.00 / weekend, includes transport &
accommodation .
Be part of our team for the BogolIg Cup
and the Flatlands.

School enquiries welcome
Dennul Meaney, 18 l'dwunga
Cres, Mt Beauly Vic 3699

057 572910
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Allything meluiolled in this artick regardulg procedures alld equipmellt setups should
be discussed with your ulStructor first!
The following people were involved in a
discussion on reserves - Allain Zoller (Chief
tester SHY), Gina Vettori (Charly Switz.),
Werner Buchel (SHV instructor and Cut-Away
expert), Peter Haltiner (SHV instructor),
Freddy Kriihenbilhl (SHY instructor and Skydiving instructor).

"... training is not having done
it once, but means repeating it
regularly. "

The first reserve chutes came into paragliding around 1987/88. In hindsight they were
much too small.
PH: "In the beguming there was some real
crap on the market! The higher the sink rate the
higher the pendular danger" . Nowdays no pilot
would take a 16 - 24 sqm chute with them.
Around 1990 reserves were increased in size to
30 - 40 sqm. In the following years pendular
stability and sink rates were getting better. Pendular movement was reduced to desirable levels by using longer lines, double domes or caps,
and lightly porus material.
FK: "When longer IUles are used for stability it is important that the total height of the
reserve does not exceed the glider itself! Otherwise the danger exists that the reserve may
get caught up Ul the glider". Double domes and
lightly porus material allow more constant airflow over the canopy. When the reserve is stable
the projected area remains at its maximum size
and the sink rate constant.
In order to ulcrease projected area whilst
keeping material, weight and volume to a minimum the idea of having a centre line pull down,
tlle apex of the canopy came into general usage.
TIle positive aspects of this design are: larger
projected area; shorter opening tunes. On the
negative side: less stability due to the middle
line being pulled down.
PH: "For stability it is not just tile pulled
apex but also the design as a whole which is an
unportant factor. It is the shape, the material
used, and 'the construction type (eg Double
dome)" .
The steerable round reserve.
One of the more exotic offerulgs of late is

the 'steerable' round reserves. On the first take
they would seem to be a great idea, but let's
allow the experts to have a say ...
WB: "The escaping air is missing and increases the sink rate. The glider gets in the way
if it is not sepamted from" .
AZ: "They are too complicated but I think
that they have more potential than tlle CutAway".
GV: "The steerable round reserves that exist today should be prohibited! They possess
too little forward speed and induce swinging
when over steered."
FK: "They are not effective enough".
PH: "You can forget steerable round reserves. The steering is too ineffective, and the
sink rate too high. You can slightly steer a round
reserve anyway. When the glider and the reserve are at a 90 0 angle to each other using the
brakes and steering tlle glider can create forward speed. A glide angle of 0.5 is achievable
provided the glider is still open and enough
height is available. It is better to attach tile
reserve to tlle harness carabiners as tlle shoulder
attachment pOUlt creates a slight back lean . If
there is wind, then one normally has watch out
whenlandulg. This way the landulg roll is much
safer."
The Cut-Away system.
TIlis also seems to have its merits but it too
is not without some debate.
WB: "It is the perfect solution when one can
separate from one's glider and fly anotller one
which is steerable. When there is a problem, I
can leave tlle sinking ship! With about I in 10
deployments I must reckon with twisted lines,
which, thanks to the shorter line length, quickly
comes out. Witll 60 such twisted deployments
I never had more than a 1800 tum. The equipment must be very well looked after which puts
high responsibility on tlle owner. Important
also is the choice of flight routes - the system
should not be used under SOm height. The use
of Cut-Away also requires more thought than
that tlrrowulg a round reserve. This is why it is
not suitable for your avemge pilot. The ideal
users are comp, cross country and test pilots.
TIle Cut-Away is tile only system tlmt one can
flyaway from unposing weather wi til " .
AZ: "It is too complicated for paraglider
pilots. You need to do a training course sunilar
to what skydivers do. It also takes 60 - 70m for
tlle pilot to get control of the canopy" .
GV: "It is not for weekend pilots. It needs
a lot of confidence and skill to use. A good
solution would be a combulation of rOlmd reserve and Cut-Away" .
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PH: "It is the best system if
procedures and rules are carefully
followed".
FK: "It is not for everyone.
The height loss can be up to I DDm.
The reason is that simple and complex twists can happen if the system is used in a spin or spiral
situation. Pilots also sustain injuries due to the unusually higher
speed and sink rates. One has to
flare at the exact right moment.
There have been two fatalities
lately in skydiving due to landing
hard" .
Where should the reserve be
mounted?
Reserves can be mounted in a
variety of locations. Mostly they
are to be found integrated at the
rear of the harness where the storage is optimum and out of the way.
It is important that the handle is
visible though. With this type of
mOlUlting the connection between
handle and reserve is usually
longer. This reduces a pilot's
throwing potential and, particulary for those with shorter arms,
may be dangerous as an ideal
Heinz Gloor offRyrie Hill, Michelago NSW - p. Lisa throw may not be possible. The
Ryrie
other thing to consider is - out of
sight, out of mind. With some pi-

SUNCOAST HANG GLIDERS
Come have a flying holiday with us
on Queensland's beautiful
Sunshine Coast, only 7 hour north of Brisbane,
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
•
•
Trike training on docile Pegasus XL
- very reasonable rates
- mostly one on one intensive training
Camping or motel accommodation at a Bundaberg
training facility.
Sales Solar Wings - Pegasus agent
XL from $16,000
Quantum from $21,000
Q2 and Quasar
Quantum and Cross Country Endorsements
Accessories: map holders , trike covers, fibreglass
pods . Materials for 95.10 home builders.
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lots not only does the reserve dissappear from
sight but also from mind. Generally the harness
integrated reserve doesn' t pose too great a
problem.
The experts agree though, that the optimum
location is in front of the pilot. The reasons are:
It can be pulled by either hand; and the pilot has
a longer throw motion. The reserve must be
looked at every time you fly and thus it is
consciously there.
A basic point by G V: "The container should
have a minimum amolUlt of velcro". Another tip
- velcro should be opened from time to time so
it doesn' t get stuck or hard to open. And much
more importantly - velcro must be used only
where it is opened upwards and not along its
length. Such sideways opening is almost impossible.
Repacking
A reserve must be periodically repacked
(new HGFA regs. stipulate every 3 months) . The
packer will air the chute, check it., and pack it.
A reserve can, through the mechanical effects
of the harness, be compressed. With a bit of
moisture the danger exists that it will stick
together or not open as fast as possible. Moisture is the big enemy of reserves.
Mental training
The successful reserve throw never begins
in an emergency. In skydiving the emergency
procedure is learnt in a drill-like fashion. Why
should we not do the same in paragliding? For

Stan Roy, Proprietor
18 years as Hang Gliding Instructor
Senior PHG Instructor

Ph: 074459185
or 018 986796

Hang gliding : Novice & extension courses
Fast-tracking novice - intermediate airtime
Ground tow courses using safe pay-out winch
Aero tow courses using slow XL tug
Foot launch , dolly launch and car tow. Also platform launch.
Coastal and inland flying
Punters/Jelly fly~rs: Special conversion course
Fly those shallow and restricted take ofts that elude you
Cross country flights that you dream of
Solve your penetration problems
Don't stagnate - extend yourself!
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test and factory pilots it is not a problem, but
how is it for the avemge pilot?
The difference between test and normal
pilots is: the test pilot throws his reserve from
the experience oflengthy analysis and decision
making in various situations. Does he need the
reserve or will the glider open and be controllable again?
With a bit of thought one can imagine in
what situation and at what height a reserve
would be thrown. This decision is the most
difficult to make. When a pilot mentally enacts
the scenarios he trains his mind for the decision.
When it happens in the air, the only other thing
to think: about is to throw the reserve as quickly
and with as much force as possible. The faster
the 'what if' scenario is played out, the less time
is lost. Close to the ground even tenths of
seconds count. To this also belongs the need
that the pilot can find the reserve handle quickly
and even with his eyes closed. This reach for
the handle should be simulated at least once
every flight. It would be a great step forward if
this 'reach' was part of every pilot's pre-flight
routine.
Many of the pilots killed in the last few
years would still be around if the reserve throw
was properly carried out (some didn't even get
to the throw decision stage!).
In reality
When a glider does collapse every pilot
tries to get his wing flying again. It is important
that he notes his height above the ground. It is
a good point to know at all stages of a flight if
you are in a critical height or not: 50 - 100m. In
this height range there is not much time to react!
At Sam the reserve should already be out. Even
lower down a round reserve can pop open and
at least reduce the impact.
I once had to throw at 30m. I guess it
opened at 6m or so and I felt the tug and landed
relatively softly. That I had made a mistake is
clear.

KYWISE~k POWERED HANG GLIDING

~..

PROFESSIONAL PILOT TRAINING
SYDNEY BASED, SEVEN DAYS.

Come fly with us, your training
won't cost you the earth!
We spend most of our time above it.

g'e S~I
For the lowest prices on
all your TRIKING needs
AIRBORNE & ROTAX SP.~RE PARTS, RADIOS, INTERCOMS.
INSTRUMENTS & ACCESSORIES, REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE

CALL LUKE CARMODY C.F.1.

02 874 5260 ~ 018 446 771
ASK ABOUT OUR fREE INTRODUCTORY FLIGtlTS
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Generally the reserve should not be thrown
so low. As soon as the pilot loses control, no
matter what height, the reserve is the next
move. It is important to throw it while you are
still able to do so. This might sound funny but
in reality it has often occured that a pilot was
overcome by physical strain, shut ofT and did
not react the radio commands.
Once during a test manoeuvre my glider
went into a spiral after a ' cmvatte' that was so
severe I thought the harness would be tom
apart. I never thought that a pamgJider could
create such enormous G loading and now understand why a pilot can quickly lose touch with
reality. In any case no one will lose face if they
throw their reserve whilst high.
After the reserve has been thrown it is from
my experience an advantage to let the glider go
and do its own thing, often a spiral dive. The
increase in speed faciltates a faster opening of
the reserve. If the glider is held in a pamchutal
state the opening time will likely be longer.
There is also the additional potential danger that
the reserve may get caught up with the gliderthis can ' t happen in a spiral. If there is a pendular motion it can be reduced by pulling a B-Iine
stall on the glider. If everything is stable I
personally don't do anything and prepare for
the landing. As mentioned earlier it is possible
with enough height to steer the reserve with the
glider.
Before landing one should concentrate that
the body position is as upright as possible (out
of the harness!) and the legs are fmnly pressed
together. Two legs handle more than one. It is
optimal if some wind exists on landing as this
makes the landing roll easier. The roll is also
easier if it has been pmctised. Always use it
even if you have the feeling that you could land
on two feet. Your ankles will thank you!
Practical training
The throw and the landing roll can be pmctised indoors. The throw is best practised in a
simulated hang set up with friends tossing the
pilot around. Throwing over a lake damages the
material. Aside from that we are concerned with
the perfect throw. If it is done properly then
everything follows on regardless. This is why I
can't see any reason for the masses to throw
over a lake just to simulate the real thing. Much
more important is the mental and practise throw
training .
The pilot fmds out about deficiencies of his
particular system. Maybe the handle is on too
long a line so that there is not enough energy in
the throw. Or the velcro holds too tightly such
that an opening is almost impossible! The handle may break away from the container all
together (which has happened!). The landing
roll should be pmctised. It is enough to jump
from 50cms onto the feet and then roll sideways
over the legs, bottom, and back. Think about
this: training is not having done it once, but
means repeating it regularly.
We hope that this article will reduce the
number of accidents that report "reserve was
not deployed". Happy landings. 0
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Site Notice
North Brother, Mid North Coast NSW
North Brother mountain landing paddock
is now closed to all pilots and a new landing
area is now in place. Any pilots wishing to fly
in the area should contact Lee Scott on 065
565265.
Strictly no landing in the footbaU field.
Fines are now in place by council!

Site Notice
Glennies Creek, Newcastle, (Unhappy
Valley)
Chris McDonald made the following agreement with John Binnie, the major land holder
in the Mirranie Valley.
1) Hang glider pilots will not use their CB 's
whilst in the air over Mirranie. Transmissions after the pilot has landed are permitted.
2) Pilots will not fly near or land near to cattle.
3) Retrieve cars will obtain permission before driving off the main tar road. If no
one is home, you can use the vehicle
tracks, provided they are not wet.
4) If carrying a hang glider, stay well clear
of cattle.
This agreement will reduce the chance of
cattle being spooked by gliders, which has happened in the past. The gate at the entrance to the
Glennies site is now permanently locked. This
is a very sensitive site and is under threat. Please
use it wisely.

Competition Scorer Wanted
Lee Scott is looking for a scorer for the
1995 Australian Paragliding Championships at
Manilla.
Interested persons are asked to contact Lee
on 065 565265 .

Women's Fly-in 1994
Will be held at High Adventure Airpark,
mid-Horth coast via Laurieton from 19-21 November 1994 inclusive.
Paragliding , hang gliding and triking are
well catered for in this area with coastal and
inland sites suited for Novice to advanced pilots.
To arrange your accommodation please
contact Lee or Robin Scott on 065 565265.
Participants are invited to suggest any further topics they would like covered during the
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evening sessions. For further information leave
your name and phone nwnbers on 066 858147
or write to Women 's Flyin C/- PO Box 308
Byron Bay NS W 2481 .

HGAWA Membership Fee
Increase
At the recent AGM, it was decided to increase Ule HGAWA membership premium by
$5 to $25 , total FULL membership now being
$130. Tlus fee increase will enable the HGAWA
to take a more pro-active role in site development, and to support Ule growing club structure
wifuin WA.

Gajah Mungkur Cup, Indonesia
Results
I
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
12
13
14

IS
16

Dave Redman
Ian Clark
Craig Docherty
TimOsbom
John Durand
Ecker
Darryl Franklin
Glen McLeod
Glen Salmon
Burgemeis
Nick Dillane
Paul Murdoch
Ray Cassar
Graeme EUlerton
Rob Hibberd

Aust
NZ
Aust
NZ
Aust
Ost
Aust
Aust
Aust
CH
Aust
Aust
Aust
Aust
Aust

5380
5376
5123
4916
4872
4655
4629
4567
4014
3996
3823
3788
3676
3634
3630

Australia 's "Developmental" team consistedofDave Redman, Craig Docherty, Darryl
Franklin and John Durand, wifu team manager
Graeme EUlerton.
Congratulations on a fine effort to all our
pilots who attended.

Hang Gliding & Paragliding
Expo
The Australian Hang Gliding and Paragliding Expo is to be held on Slmday, November
27, 1994 at Dee Why Reserve adjacent to The
Strand, Dee Why Beach.
The event is due to commence from 10:00
am onwards to around 5:00 or6:00 pm, and will
involve two aerobatic flying display sessions
before and after lunch respectively.
There will be a large area within Ule Dee
Why reserve for static displays from Ule leadi.ng
manufacturers. Instructor schools are especially welcome to set up a display of sorts.
Tllere will also be an area set aside for a
"Marketplace" so if you have anything to sell
or wish to buy relating to PGH, and or paragliding, bring it down, Ule more Ule merrier!
Dee Why Surf Life Saving Club will also
be participating on the day, providi.ng a BBQ
and refreslunent stand as well as assisting during landing sessions on the beach if necessary.
Aero towing will take place from GriffiUl
Park and tow out over fue ocean, releasing the
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pilots to do their stuff
for fue crowd, and landing on fue beach.
Council permission
An easy handling glider with an excellent climb rate
has been received, howideal for your 1st high performance glider.
ever CAA approval is
This glider has Swiss tubing so is very light. Colours
still forthcoming . It is
are fluoro pink LE, lilac US and dark blue TS.
expected that the CAA
approve the event in ihe
It Is 1 year old and In excellent condition.
near future.
The event is a
Northern Regional
Will pay freight anywhere in Australia.
event and has gained
Phone
AH
funding from this or- ~
~
ganisation. The event ~=====================~
however is being co-ordinated through The
chures contact: Air Support, 8 Laitoki Road,
Northern Beaches Hang Gliding Club.
Terrey Hills 2084 or phone 02 4502674.
Anyone who is interested in participating
on the day or lending a hand on fue day/s
Weather Proof Glider Bags
leading up to fue event may contact Matt
Perkins on 672 2559 (w), 427 7632 (h)or (018)
Are you tired ofhavillg to spend $200 on a
041 733 (mobile).
new glider bag every time yours gets U.V'd
out, or having to hang your glider out to dry
after driving home in the rain?

r-

X9111142

$3500

09 3142849

New Products

New Hamess
A new model hang glider harness - fue
Skylite, and a new paraglider harness - fue
Mach I, are available from AIR SUPPORT and
agents around fue country.
The Skylite has been around for fue last
year, but further advertising would have
swamped the already full-on orders. But now
it's time for Ule new season l It is a custom made
competition style harness fitted wifu all fue
pockets, containers and
adjustments you will
ever need and is available in several styles.
The faired risers seem
to be a hit. Price ineludes a big steel screw
A Notice will
gate carabina. It is not
demanding of the pilot
Edge owners
and is fuerefore suitable
for all pilots.

Ifso, your problems are now over. Airsports
of Perth now have available weallier-proof
glider bags that fit over your normal bag. They
are made ofCanvacon, a U.V stabilised polyester. This fully protects your glider and bag
from U.V, and is totally waterproof, so it will
keep your glider bag looking new. The bags are
white, wifu coloured ends, and have a full
lenglli zipper from bofu ends.
They come in sizes to fit any glider or trike,

IMPORTANT NOTICE
to all
EDGE OWNERS

TIle Mach I is a real
competition style armchair: a deep wide seat
for weight shifting and
comfort; plenty of large
pockets; ballast area;
chute container; Von
Blon carabinas fitted;
adjustable cross straps;
and elasticised shoulder
strap retention, can be
fitted with a Sup'air
style backplate and
more! Suitable for all
pilots.
Both harnesses are
supplied willi a deployment bag if required.
For more info and bro-

be sent out to all contactable
regarding a replacement part
for their aircraft.

I

The part will be free of charge.

If you do not receive a letter from the factory
by the time you read this notice,
please contact us direct with the
following information:

Serial number of your Edge base and wing;
Your address (not PO Box).

AirBorne

I
I

22/30 Kalaroo Rd, Redhead NSW 2290

Phone 049499 199
Fax 049 499 395
29
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and are available from Airsports in Perth on
(09) 381 6053 .

Advance News
OMEGA 3 : World champion Hans Bol1ingerhasjustbeen pip' d at the post and came 2nd
in this year's World Cup which he led right to
the end . Nanou Berger came I st in the
Women's. In the French Championships she
also won the womens and Ali Gali won the
Men's. Rene Stuber also flew a new Swiss open
distance record of 150 lans. All pilots were
flying OMEGA 3.
EPSILON sales have passed the 1000 mark
injust 8 months this year - an excellent achievement which shows its high standing in the market place as a leading nov/int glider.
For more information caB Godfrey at
PARAFUNALlA on (045) 721594

New Glider
11.e R age 157 is here
Designed especially to accommodate recreational pilots, the 157 Rage exhibits the same
favourable handling and similar performance
to the successful B Series gliders. The 157 Rage
has all new A-Frame and king post fittings from
the Finsterwalder range. These features make

the glider very easy to manage on the ground
as well as in the air. After an extensive prototyping program we have developed a truly enjoyable glider that retains the excellent climb
and handling that is required by the recreational
pilot without sacrificing all but the very high
speed performance. In its first competitive outing at the Gillies competition in North Queensland Bryan Hayhow fuUshed tllird! Due to
strong demand tlle earliest production slots we
have available are in mid October. Book now
to avoid any further delay!
Specifications
Sail
14.8 sq m
157sqft
Span
9.92 m
32 ' 3"
Aspect
6.6
6.6
Nose angle
125deg
125deg
Double surface
70%
Weight
30 kgs
661bs
18 ' JO"
Pack up length
5.75m
12' 7"
Breakdown length
3.85 m
Hook in limits
70-JOO kg 154-2201bs
High perfomlance made easy.

Easy Weath er Reporting
Don' t waste time and money to reach your
flying destination to fmd it not "on".
Weatherbox is the trade name of a new
weather reporting service that is constantly updated every sixty seconds and gives a specific
weather report for a specific area in real time.
This has been made possible through a

revolutionary link between the computer software and the user. A voice synthesiser has been
developed, similar to that used by Telecom's
time service that enables the monitored data to
be relayed via synthesised voice over the telephone line.
At this stage a network of six Weatherboxes
have been installed, mainly at coastal sites and
one at Beechworth, providing and accurate and
free service to the general public 24 hours a day,
365 days a year.
Telephone numbers and site locations are:
Jan Juc - 052 616069
QueensclifT - 052 524068
Point Cook - 3951099
Beechworth - 015356295
Sandringham - 5984623
Flinders - 059 890050
For further information contact Paul Doherty on 03 5928466.

Posters
Some copies of the trike centrespread from
JWle and Adam Hunt's evening flight over
Stanwell Park are still available.
For either (or both) of the posters please
send $1 for each poster plus $4 to cover posting
and packing to Sky sailor PO Box 40 I Alstonville NSW 2477.
Please note that the size of the posters is
exactly the same as the Sky sailor centrespread
ieA3 . 0

Introducing the latest Reserve Parachute

The HGR 20
Check out these features:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Weighs only 2.5 kgs
Totally Austral ian made
Manufactured in S.E. Queensland
24 hour hot line seven days a week
Always in stock for immediate delivery
Assembled in deployment bag and ready for fitting
Built to the same high standards as skydiving parachutes
Can be repaired by an Australian Parachute Federation
approved parachute Rigger "8"
Free owner's manual with every parachute
Other models and sizes available

Proudly manufactured by:

Roochutes Australia Pty Ltd
PO Box 125, Wynnum Q 4178

Ph/Fax: 07 3934409
30
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Reprinted from Hang Gliding, July 1994
Glider Review

The Airborne Blade pldnform.

•

Ir orne
Flight On The Cutting Edge Of Technology
© 1994 by Dennis Pagen

T

his is the second in our series of new
glider reviews. Last month we looked
at the Moyes Xtralite, and next
month we cover the Airwave Klassic. These
reviews are intended to introduce new products to prospective buyers. We do not review
gliders we do not like, but since every pilot
has slightly different needs or ideals, we have
always urged you to fly before you buy.

To become airborne is to enter a realm
where few venture, yet those who do find a
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freedom of spirit that cannot be conveyed.
Thus, any company calling itself Airborne
garners our instant attention. This company may not be familiar to most of our readers, so let's find out a bit about them before
we look at their glider.
Somewhere south of the equator is a
large island masquerading as a continent,
known as Australia. There the deer jump
on their hind legs, the bears smell like
eucalyptus cough drops, the clocks spin the
opposite way, all the women are blonde, all

the men swill beer and hang gliding is a
passion. Witness the fact that Australia has
1115 the U.S . population yet maintains
three major hang gliding manufacturers.
The latest company to come out of the
land of Oz is Airborne. Three of the principles are brothers: Ricky, Russel and Sean.
Russel has been a member of the Australian
World Team at various times since the first
American Cup meet in 1978. Ricky won
the World Championships in Australia in
1988. The fourth principle, Paul Mollison,
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of nature's artillery.
Besides these
flights of mine, I let
others fly the Blade.
Their feedback along
with the observations
I made at the East
Coast Championships helped me formulate my ideas
about the glider.

WHAT'S NEW

The Blade tip uses a neoprene attachment of the
handling.
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Another Blade innovation is the combined main and backup hang strap. The
main comes off the kingpost and the backup comes from the keel. They are sewn
together below the keel and form a neat
package. The bonuses are that you will
never forget to hook into your secondary,
there is less drag from the extra strap (often
aligned poorly to the breeze) and there is
less to foul the uprights when you fold
them down during pack-up procedures.
The other item we'll mention in passing
is the airfoil. Comparing it to my master of
all the high performance gliders of the past
several years, I find that it is very close to

The most notable
thing about the
Blade that distinguishes it from other gliders is its leading
edge construction. The fore part is conventional aluminum, but the outboard section
is a tapered fiberglass tube (even though it
looks like graphite, it
is in actuali ty black
fiberglass). Does this
make sense? It does
to whomever designed trees , for
observe how limbs
and trunks taper
from the attachment
point to the tip. (Do
you really want to
argue with
the
designer of trees?)
Ideally, tubes or
any structure should
be stronger, and
therefore larger, in
The Blade rear haulback.
the areas where they.
take the most load
and smaller elsewhere to save weight. In
the TRX airfoil except that it has more
fact, all the tubes
camber in the forward 1.5%. In fact, the
should be tapered in
Blade's airfoil has a high point that is secvarious places on a ond only to the Xtralite in forward posihang glider to protion. However, the most noticeable thing
vide desirable f1ex
about this airfoil is that it appears to
patterns and save
change about two-thirds out on the semiweight. Unfortunspan. This makes sense if executed properately, it's difficult to
ly, for different pans of the wing fly at a
taper aluminum tubdifferent angle of attack range.
ing - not so with
composite tubes such
as graphite or fiberTHE BLADE FINISH
glass.
The Blade takes
The Blade looks sharp. It has very nice
advantage of comuprights, ficrings and hardware. Various
pans, such as the VG jam cleat and the pullawer suiface for better
leys, come from sailboat technology, but
others are derived from the hang gliding realm.

The Blade slick control bar fittings. Note the pip pin with acorn keeper.
is well-known on the international circuit,
for he was meet director of the '88 World
Meet as well as many other meets in
Australia, is a vice-president of the CIVL
and devised the competition scoring system
used in most competitions today.
The company started producing ultralight trikes quite some time ago. About
three years ago they brought out the Blitz
high-performance hang glider and refined
it into today's Blade. Their mutual extensive background has served them well. To
see how well, we present the Blade.
I brought a stock Blade home from the
East Coast Championships in April. On
my first flight I floated around for three
hours. Very nice. On my second flight I
again flew for three hours but I went on a
60-mile cruise. Hmm .. . what fun! On my
third flight I had a 50-mile out-and-back
ridge run. This was getting too easy.
Subsequent flights were made in rain, gusts
and strong thermals. I felt at home in the
Blade by then and was ready to handle all

posite technology and uses a 54 mm to 30
mm (2.12 to 1.18 inches) taper on the outboard leading edge. The result is a very
tight sail through the root and midspan
region with controlled flexibility at the tip.
The payoff is in handling and weight sav-
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Every year there is a well-organized
lang gliding and paragliding trade show
mown as Induga at Augsburg, Germany.
rhis show takes place in March and most
)f the latest hang gliding-related products
lre on display. Glider manufacturers are
)eginning to make great use of their access
'0 materials through such a show, and
\.irborne is no exception. The control bar
lprights and corner fittings on the Blade
lfe an example of this. They are the best
lvailable (and shared with the Klassic and
)ther European designs) from Germany
.vhere they engineer that Mercedes you
)ought for your girlfriend. The uprights
lOp out with a detent button for quick
:emoval, and the corner fittings are clean,
;imple and strong. We repeat: you'll find
:10 more elegant solution to the corner /
:able / tubing combination problem on a
:ontrol bar.
Other parts of the Blade demonstrate an
~qual interest in finish. Everything seems
to work, everything seems to. shine, and
~verything seems to suggest flight.

rHE BLADE SYSTEMS
Perhaps the most important design feacure of a glider other than its pure performance is its setup .s ystem. Nowadays
almost all gliders opt for the simple, sensible rear pull-back umbrella-type opening.
The only differences appear in control bar
setup, number of battens to stuff and tip
hassles. The Blade shines in all but one
respect. The crossbar rear pull-back

liThe point is, Nelson's
Blade was keeping him
near the top of the pack
when the pack included
some of the nation's best
pilots (as measured by
competition
performance).
/I

requires lots of force. In fact, it is on a pulley to give you a mechanical advantage.
Even so, it requires a stronger arm than
most. However, the rear attachment device
is cleverly designed so you just have to pull
back and down and the shackle clips itself

matically attached and internal so the fore
and aft cables are tight. Tons of VG travel
results in loose side cables, but as usual I
take out some of the slack on launch by
applying some VG takeup. The VG is very
workable, although it takes three big helpings of pull to run it all the way tight. I like
the jam cleat design and placement. This is
no small item, for when you're in a virulent
thermal on a wing with other gliders slashing by, you don't want to have to look at
your VG in order to find it.
The one less-than-perfect matter 'on the
Blade is the tip attachment. To tune a turn
out of the glider, you must drill out a pop
rivet, twist the tip and put a new one in. In
truth, this is a simple and functional system, and it is rare that you ever have to
adjust a tip in this manner, but unless you
bring a portable drill and a pop rivet gun
with you, don't expect to tune the glider.

tn.

One very sensible Blade feature is the
pip pin used to attach the base tube to the
corner bracket. This pip pin comes with an
acorn keeper that protects the balls from
dirt. Such a pin is very reliable and lets the
control bar triangle assemble as fast as with
a break-down base tube without the added
complexity or weight.
The Blade battens go in easily. They are
color coded red and green for left and right
respectively, with big plastic tips that look
like they come from MatteI. There are four
lower surface battens per side and they stay
in place after being merely slipped in all
the way - a setup curmudgeon's dream.
The reflex bridle compensator is auto-

HANDLING A BLADE
When we speak about Blade handling
we must mention the glider sizes. It comes
in 153, 141 and 132 square foot formats.
The one I flew with my 165-pound naked
body was the 141. I know a 190-pound
pilot competing on one. These types of
wing loadings almost always lead to good
handling. I h~ve had reports from other
pilots as light as 110 pounds about how
they like the handling of this very size.
However, I would advise pilots to fly the
glider they intend to buy if possible, since
it has been found that heavier wing load-

Accommodation for Pilots
at the Club House Hotel 147 High St Hillston
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ings on some smaller gliders actually make
handling worse, as the inner leading edge
bows up and introduces more overall
anhedral.
At any rate, I found that the 141 carried
my weight well and handled fine . Its
response to roll input can be enhanced
with a slight forward prod on the bar. This
is a feature it shares with a few other gliders
(the TRX and Desire for example) and
should be well understood by prospective
buyers. Essentially, when you make a roll
control you apply a little quick forward
punch with the basetube and the glider
responds instantly. This method also works
very well when you're correcting for a lifted
wmg.
The handling is very sensitive to the
amount of VG applied, as with most gliders. With VG full on you'd better make an
appointment well in advance if you want
to turn anytime this week. This is good in
the sense that the purpose of a VG is to
tighten the glider for fast, straight flight.
The only problem arises when a wing gets
lifted in the tight mode , which I found
would only happen if I was going moderately slowly.
One nice handling feature is pitch bar
pressure. With the VG loose the glider has
a healthy desire to fly at trim with progressive bar pressure as you pull in more. With
the VG strung full-tight the bar pressure is
greatly reduced. This feature prevents
fatigue during those long fast glides that
often occur in desert flying.
I tried spin entries on the Blade. (This
will be a regular feature in our glider
reports, since as gliders evolve inadvertent
spins will be a greater concern.) These were
performed on the basetube as if I were
ham-handling a turn. The glider showed
no interest in spinning by surprise and only
dropped the inside stalling wing. Recovery
was quick and uneventful.
Finally, we mention takeoff and landing
in a word: easy. This word is relative, of
course, to what you are used to, but the
Blade requires flare timing similar to most
other gliders (only the Moyes high performance gliders seem to have an expanded
flare window).
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BLADE 153

Metric

Imperial

Metric

Imperial

Metric

Imperial

SAIL AREA

12.28
sq meter

132
sq feet

13.12
sq meter

141
sq feet

14.25
sq meter

153
sq feet

WINGSPAN

9.36m

30.70 ft

9.71 m

31.86 ft

1O.12m

33.20 ft

7.20

7.20

7.20

128 degrees

128 degrees

128 degrees

82%

82%

82%

25

29

31

ASPECT RATIO
NOSE ANGLE
DOUBLE SURF ACE %
BATTENS
GLIDER WEIGHT

28 kg

621bs

33 kg

731bs

35 kg

771bs

PACK UP LENGTH

5.3 m

17.39 ft

5.5 m

18.05 ft

5.7m

18.70 ft

SHORT PACK LENGTH

3.7m

12.14 ft

3.9m

12.80 ft

4.0m

13 .12 ft

RECOMMENDED PILOT
HOOK IN WEIGHT RANGE
(includes equipment)

50-85
kg

110-187
pounds

65-105
kg

143-231
pounds

80-120
kg

176-264
pounds

All Blade models sell for $4,355
the East Coast Championships. On the
first day of the meet we had a windy ridge
race. Tony was right near the top with
speed. On the last day of the meet the
front gaggle was heading north when we all
caught up in the same thermal vying for
altitude to cross the valley. We ended up
with seven gliders in a daisy chain, nose to
tail, at the same level. I recall Nelson Howe
breaking away and getting a jump up on
the rest of us in a nearby pop of lift. We all
joined him in another merry-go-round
going the other direction. The point is,
Nelson's Blade was keeping him near the
top of the pack when the pack included
some of the nation's best pilots (as measured by competition performance).
Be that as it may, I would choose a 153
for Eastern-type conditions and a 141 for
Western racing given my weight. Wing
loading is still a factor in the performance
equation. With the smaller one my speed
and glide at speed was comparable to the
better wings in the sky.
Performance and competition results
depend on many things, including luck, so
we again urge you to fly and compare
before you start shuffling shekels.

GETTING A BLADE
I was able to compare the Blade with
my local pilots' performance and to watch
it under the guidance of such formidable
pilots as Tony Barton and Nelson Howe in

BLADE 141

BLADE 132

Where can you get yourself an Airborne
Blade? Contact: Airborne America, 17559
Tribune St., Granada Hills, CA 91344
phone/fax: (818) 366-0852
Airborne has been popular in Japan for

quite some time, partially because the:
produce some very small entry-level an<
intermediate gliders for very small people
The small Blade also fits this format. The'
are likely to make inroads into th o
American scene if they continue their mar
keting. Their U.S. distributor, Kevil
Kernohan, intends to do just that.
So, whether you like to hover or hust!
through the sky, get yourself a flight 01
Air~orne's new Blade and ride the ~
cuttlng edge.
~

.~

New address:
PO Box 225
Helensburgh NSW 2508

New phone/fax:
042949065
Mobile 018 864083
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Owens Valley
Dreaming
By Stephen RufJels
The 16th August was a special day for me, a day I'd dreamed about
for 18 years. It was something I knew would one day happen. At times
the dream almost disappeared, however the power of conviction was such
that I knew that I'd achieve it - one day. 18 years ago it was a miracle
when Jerry Katz became the first person to fly 100 miles in the Owens
Valley. Since then 100 miles has become a commonplace flight distance.
People like Steve Moyes have flown not only the length of the Owens
Valley but all the way back again - 200 miles!
We now have flights of 300+ miles as the record with pilots this
coming surruner determined to beat that distance.
So it wasn't anything special or grand to fly 103 miles, however it
was an incredible thrill of at last achieving my long term dream .
TIle Owens is a harsh and beautiful place on a huge scale. The size
of the mountains and the mere fact that the launches are 5000 ' above the
valley floor is awesome. It's a rarefied atmosphere that can be daunting.
Over the years there have i?een numerous stories of the fierceness of the
Owens Valley turbulence, of the tumbles and parachute deployments, of
getting to great altitude and becoming hypoxic , all of which fIll you with
trepidation.
Over the years various people I know had gone to the Owens. some
experienced pilots had come back with stories of shear terror, others with
very little experience had flown there and achieved long flights and raved.
With today 's modem gliders with their excellent LID's and speed
ranges I was lulled into a sense that it was going to be easy - an everyday
event. What a surprise I was in for.
When we got there some new Zealand pilots had been there 3 weeks

trying to crack the elusive Owens Valley 100 miles.
After 3 days flying there I realised that it was not going to be an easy
flight but hard work. In the Owens you don' t have wind to help push you
along as it's classic flying - thermal up and glide to t;e next thermal. Your
airspeed is yo'u r speed over the ground - so that means 100 miles takes a
long time. It took Dave McCoy and myself 51 h hours to fly from
Horseshoe Meadows to Janie's Ranch! We had been advised to not bother
carrying Oxygen. Admittedly it's a hassle, however after the 4 hour mark
without the aid of Oxygen I had thoughts of giving up. I was tired and
the worst of the White Mountain turbulence lay ahead. What kept me
going was the thought of the dream. It was now in reach so I just had to
stick it out. I knew this would be my last chance, this was TIIE DAY!
I once used to have a fear of getting high. I also had an even worse
fear of turbulence that had developed many years before when I'd flown
close to a friend who I witnessed tumbling.
These fears had stopped me f~om flying for 3 years. It had been hard
to overcome them. I' d read lots of psychology articles to help me to come
to terms with my fears; however, they were still there. There is only·one
way and that is to face your fears and to just do it - fly and fly and fly.
Here I was in the most hostile flying envi.t.:onment in the world at 15700'
over White mountain; I thought to myself, "Stephen, you've done it".
As Boundary Peak loomed up within reach I knew that my dream
had at last been achieved. It was a wonderful sense of personal achievement. I would recommend to anyone to set yourself flying goals for when
you get them, the thrill is worth the effort.
Another thing which I loved about flying in the Owens was seeing
all the places, mountains etc. that I ' d read about. Black Mountain with
its "Thermal from Hell" that Mark Madden had rode up on; Westguard
Pass (what a sinky place); Gunter Launch with it's saviour resident
thermal; and towns like Bishop.
The Owens has a feeling like no other place, a ruggedness and charm
that will always be remembered, of dreams come true.
Thanks Tony and the rest of the Tour Crew. 0

Photo by Paul Marchant
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• Comfort
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:scomfort during take off. ~icularly t~ lall m~
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ballast pack or storage.

The chOIce is yours No modification necessary.
lnflight adjustable riser separation allows instant
change from weight shift mode to stability. Delux
model features backplate, reserve and storage
pockets. Modular options include Ballast. Camera,
Radio. Drink pockets and a 4:t Speed Bar system.

11J!!J)K-.:i~plAtE I
Your back deserves the best
Supenor impact shock
absorption:
Polycarbonate With foam
inserts constructed 10 an
Interlocking plate deSign
provides near optimum
energy absorption.
Transmlttmg loads
upwards farther reducing
shock.
FilS Chameleon 321 and certain other harnesses.
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Steve Marshall RMB 6272 Wodonga VIC 3690
Phone 060 271739
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By Ian D\lllcan

The hunt is always on to find new sites but turn a
thought to all those places you've ever seen and thought
"what an incredible place to fly but how can we get up
to the top to take off?".
he 1800 foot high ridge line ~t runs from near Lithgow, past
Glen Davis and on to Glen Alice can not be nussed on a tnp
home fro'm Rylestone from Pearson's Lookout. The spectacular
sight of this ridge which climbs out of the Capertee Valley
conjures up thoughts of dream flights in the mind of any pilot who
has stopped there. But then as everyone has done in the past, the
question of how to find a take-off arises and tries to extinguish
the dream.
Following an idle comment by Clive Gilmore one Sunday
afternoon at a road side cafe on the way home from a weekend at
Rylestone, the equation became easy.
One Prospective Ridge + One Moyes Thg + One Friendly

T

Farmer (with paddock) = Excellent Flying
David McLoskey landing at Glen Davis
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Time I was going to spend organising a less exciting car tow
endorsement weekend, was better spend in the Capertee Valley
around Glen Davis in search of a perfect paddock and an even
more perfect farmer.
Driving down from Capertee into the valley the cliffs became
even more awe inspiring as their sheer size became apparent. At
the same time every paddock became a prospective towing field .
"Sure, no worries, Bill and Clive could tow out of that! " Wishful
thinking!
As I approached the intersection of the Glen Alice/Glen Davis
roads, and the grandeur ofMt Gundangaroo totally filled the view
to my right, the search for a decent paddock became ten fold more
important. "God I hope the farmers around here are friendly" . One
paddock directly opposite the mountain was tlle obvious choice
as it had "Tow Paddock" written all over it. While surveying the
paddock for power lines etc, a farmer pulled up.
"Hi!"
"Howzit going?"
"Yon don't happen to own this paddock do you?"
"Yeah!"
"I'm, a hang glider pilot blah .. . blah .. . blah .. what are the
chances of us using your field as a tow paddock?"
"Yeah! OK!"
That simple! And site development is meant to be difficult!
Back in Sydney, after a few quick phone calls to Bill, Clive
and Dane (the fruit bat) Snelling, and in a matter of two days it's
on for the following weekend. The only variable left became the
weather.
Saturday broke to a foggy morning in the valley but this lifted
about 8.00 am, and the eager crew who had connected with the
grapevine started gathering at the tow paddock. The word went
out that Bill and Clive would be arriving from Rylestone with the
tugs at around 10-11 am. Then the word went around about what
Bill would have to say if he arrived and nobody was set up and
ready to fly. This was followed by plenty of laughter and comments like ... "What are you doing? .. Why aren' t you doing it
faster? .. If you haven't drawn blood then you're not trying hard
enough!"
The day started warming up and we were soon down to shorts
and T-shirts. Then it really warmed up when I discovered I'd left
my battens at home back in Sydney ... @#!*! $@*! My depression
was quelled by an offer to fly the Fruit Batmobile later in the
afternoon. So what the hell, take to a borrowed video and make
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the most of the day anyway!
The sound of a Rotax engine started to fLll the valley and all
eyes turned towards Mecca, well Rylestone anyway, to watch the
approach of the two Dragonfly tugs. Neither Bill nor Clive even
bothered to circle the field before landing so I guessed this was
an acceptable tow paddock. Soon the Moyes ' Mobile arrived with
the aero tow dolly and Tricky Dick Heffer was in the saddle and
away.
What a great sight watching as Dick and the tug gradually
became dwarfed by Mt. Gundangaroo! Even better seeing Dick
almost inunediately find a good thermal and go straight up! There
was instantaneously a queue behind the next pilot. Dave
McLoskey and the tugs ran a shuttle service to the resident
thermal. And this was mid winter! The boys were hooting! Within
about 45 minutes everyone was up with only one bomb out. The
resident thennal, at the north end ofMt. Gundangaroo, stayed on
all day and the sight of gliders stacked 6 high on the first day at
this new site was an excellent feeling . Pity I was on the ground!
As the afternoon got warmer a few adventurous pilots started
to head north along the ridge line towards Glen Alice. We soon
lost sight of Dave, Tricky Dicky, Glenn (the flying fish) Salmon,
Derrick, Brian (the flying mattress) and Judith (I could kill for a
chocolate) Goldstone. Others were content to hang around Mt.
Gundangaroo,just bathe in the view and el~oy the winter thermal
flying.
About now I'd worn out two batteries in the borrowed video
and a depression was moving in again, but thanks to Dane (I may
be a fruit bat but I double as a gentleman) who landed so I could
at least get in a late avo flight. I quickly changed harnesses, rigged
up, got into tile dolJy then thought "What am I doing?". Yeah,
right, aerotowing! Zoom. .. gone!
What a view! This is one spectacular place to fly and the
possibilities stretch off into the distance with the ridge line. To the
west the valley is flatter with more open paddocks. To the south
west is Mt Genolan, a solitary thennal generator towering 1800
feet out of tile 950 foot ASL valley floor. In every direction there
appears to be a tantalising potential for cross country flying. My
short flight had at least given me an insight into the flying
potential from Mt. Gundangaroo.
Day 2 broke to a spectacular sunrise from our accommodation
!vIt Gundangaroo, 1750 A GL
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XS over Glen Davis

in a tiny farm house at the base of Mt. Genolan but then became
cloudy with some rain. It looked like clearing up so Glenn and I
had the two tugs fired up and waiting for the two "tug masters" to
arrive. The weather seemed to tum bad again and a few pilots
headed home, .. .just a bit early. Around 1 pm the weather cleared
again and Rolf Muller rigged up for the initial flight of the day.
Unfortunately this was rather short.
Anotl1er gentleman, dressed up to look like Dave McClosky,
offered me his XS to fly and I had the second tow just in time for
tI1e 2 pm tI1errnal and the 2.10 pm ridge lift. One of the tugs headed
back to Rylestone carrying "I may have just had both my knees
replaced but I'm not going to let that stop me" Bill. Clive did a
quick shuttle service and soon had the remaining pilots in the air
and headed off himself. The patient pilots were rewarded with an
hour or so of smooth ridge souring with the resident wedge-tails
who seemed undisturbed by the invaders of their patch of near
vertical cliffs.
As tI1e shadows lengthened in the afternoon and the ridge lift
started to die out we took critical analysis of everybody's inland
landing techniques. The cliff face of Mt. Gundangaroo reddened
and the last remaining pilot up, the Fruit Bat, of coarse, attempted
to fly into the sunset.
Thanks to Bill and Clive for the only site development necessary, the two Dragonfly tugs. And of course to John "the friendly
farmer" Saville for the use of his perfect paddock.
For tI10se of you who missed out on Glen Davis, stay tuned
for Glen Davis 2, the continuing adsve~nture!!!! 0

UVEX
The world's lightest full face
helmet made from the world ' s
strongest fibres . Available in
s/m/l/xUxxl. Also available from

Only $320

Aerial Technics 042 942545

Phone 075 463021
Dealer enquiries welcome
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State, Club and Region News continued ...
Queensland

Sunshine Coast Hang
Gliding Club
Well here we are at another Skysailor and
as we all can see the Sunshine Coast has a new
Logo. As the Club has quite a large and growing
Paragliding League we have incorporated a
Paraglider in the Logo. If we are lucky the next
time the Sunshine Coast changes the logo, they
might include a hang glider.
The Club held the first of our social meetings on Saturday the 3rd September, at the Villa
Noosa Hotel , Noosaville. Again the Villa
looked after us very well, and we had another
large turn out. The night was a great success
with Kerry giving one of what we hope will be
many radio talks, including battery care and
tell-tail signs of wear and tear.
Dave Cookman carried out a chute repack
in front of many interested onlookers and basically we all had a good night out.
As we all know by now, the flying seasons
up here go from very good to great and August
has been great! Tony G. and Rob Keen checked
out Kilkivan while Peter, Speedy, Murray and
Bruce played around the sub station. Pat is
starting to consistently land out these days,
picking new paddocks. The following day Murray, Speedy and yours truly landed near
Goomeri . Things are starting to pump at Mt
Widgee, one thermal took less than four minutes from 800 to 5000 and we are talking quite
a bit less.
Our much loved coast has also seen a lot of
fun flights. Let's face it, 40-50 km retum flights
is a little more than just coastal flying .
Rainbow Beach has also turned on early
this year with Speedy teaching us all how to
thermal off the dunes, before going down to

Double Island Point to practice his water landings. For those who missed it, he quite generously repeated the feat in Peter's glider at the
Surf Club in front of many, at the end of the day.
Our next meeting will be held on the second
Saturday ofNovember at the Villa Noosa Hotel.
Well that's it from the hang gliding point of
things up here this month, and remember, real
pilots don't need pick up drivers!
Until next month,
Graeme Hall, President

Paragliding
So you've been wondering what we've
been up to on the Sunshine coast, well plenty!
Many new pilots are now soaring the coloured
sands region regularly and as the weeks go by
many more are joining the club. Some students
are getting close to double figures in airtime, as
the weeks go by many more are joining the
club. It seems many pIg pilots have been ostracised by their local club. This to me is a very
negative attitude. Numbers count and together
we have more pull.
Sunshine Coast HG Club is a group of
mature and realistic people who have accepted
PG with open arms (wings). It's a great feeling
of camaraderie.
We are also proud to be organising the first
pIg comp in Queensland with fun being the
main criteria. Many people have already offered their services to help this event run as
smoothly as possible.
Thanks gals & guys. We love it up here!

JA

A high degree of interest was shown in
filling the various positions on the management
committee at the recent AGM with four to five
nominations being accepted for each post gone it seems are the days when legs had to be
broken to get one
, . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , nomination. Suc-
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cessful candidates
were: Dave Staver President; me - Vice
President, and for
this month at least,
Minister in charge of
Propaganda; Hugh
Ragg - Secretary;
Linda Riggs - Treasurer; and because of
the impact of his role
on our activities, Ken
Hill as Senior Safety
Officer was nominated and elected to

I

the management committee.
The ever growing club membership was
estimated, at the time of writing, to be in excess
of one hundred and ninety and this no doubt
helped to buoy our cash flow to $36000 last
financial year, although the major portion of
this was involved with the running of the
Canungra Classic. The bottom line at the moment comes in at approximately $10000 in cash
and other liquid assets (this excludes entry fees
received for the ' 94 Classic).
Our thanks go to the outgoing executive Nick Dillane, Sue Phillips, Dean Hone and
Judy Taubner - for their contribution to our
success.
And as four of the five new office bearers
are actually residents of Canungra we should
expect that this will further facilitate the running of the club.
El Presidente has taken it upon himself to
interpret the club's primary aim (to promote
hang gliding) this year as being :
a) To successfully defend a Supreme Court
writ issued against the club.
b) To endeavour to maximise pilot safety
and to continue education and development of ability in our pilots at every opportunity .
c) The development of a submission for the
construction of a club house on a launch
site.
d) The procurement of a tow strip close to
Canungra.
e) Through our annual competition - the
Canungra Classic - to raise not only the
standard oflocal pilots' ability but to also
set the standard for competitions in Australia.
Enough dogma. Weather here lately can
only be described as parched. Thermal conditions on the days that I have ventured out have
been strong but rough. Frontal systems moving
through have been consistently dry and pose
considerable danger to the unwary. Already this
season a glider has tucked - at altitude - in the
fringe of a thermal with the pilot fracturing his
stemum on impact with the ground. A barograph later revealed that three minutes elapsed
before the parachute was able to be deployed.
Hnurun.
Congratulations to club members : Helen
Ross for fmishing 12th at the Women's World
held in Chelan Washington; Mike Zupanc and
Dave Staver for waving the flag at the PreWorlds in Spain, fmishing 43rd and 44th respectively; and especially Dave Redman, back
from a serious accident a year ago , for winning
tile Indonesian Championships. Not to mention
tile rest of the Canungra team flying in Indonesia - Ian Clark (2nd), Jon Durand (5th), Glen
Mcleod (8th), Darryl Franklin (9th), and Nick
Dillane (12th). The commitment needed just to
attend these events is phenomenal and the fact
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offence and a six week suspension for a second
offence.
Anyway, more next time.
Be bloody careful,
Gordo

New South Wales
Sydney Paragliding Club

Ben Nevis takeoff-photo by Tania Bennett
that so many of our members are prepared to
work so hard can only augur well for our future.
Notable flights in the Canungra area began
in early August witIl Chris Aniftos (pre-tuck)
having a nice 160 km flight, towing from Millmenan. Dave Staver and I followed this with a
148 km flight to near Karrara launching from
Beeclunont. The next weekend saw me land
west of Toowoomba, 140 km out from Beechmont and Dave Staver 100 kmout in the deepest
darkest place in tile middle of nowhere. Drew
Cooper and a cast of thousands flew to CrulUngra via Kooralbyn from Mt Trunborine - 60+
km. And last Sunday. Literally hordes were up
there and out tIlere. Special mention to Tony
Oniper (Int) for shattering his previous best
flight by lrulding west of Mt Edwards - 70 km .
Tony Giammiachele also achieved a personal
best by crossing over Cunninghrun's Gap with
Ian Clark - 90 km, while Speedy and Glen
Mcleod pressed on to make Allora - 120 km ruld
I hit the deck short of Millmerran - 190 km.
Altogether five pilots flew over and past Cunningham's Gap that day. An unthinkable
achievement until recent times. To help brevity,
only those flights over 70 km, unless otherwise
outstrulding have been mentioned. Sony.
It has been very gratifying to see the high
degree of competence in the average novice
pilot coming from our local instructors. Phil
Pritchard seems to have been instrumental in
this regard. Especially astounding are our current intennediate pilots. Tony Oniper, Steve
McMahon, Jeremy Richards and Gordon
McKenzie are just a few who come to mind.
Drew Cooper has provided even more incentive for XC pilots by introducing a cross
country league and results are starting to be
noticed in flying struldards as pilots seek to
achieve more difficult and more distant goals
in the ultimate race for the Drew's Swimming
Pool Care trophy. The competition closes and
tile winner declared on tile day of tile Christmas

party.
Despite tile requirement this year that tile
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full entry fee of$160 was payable two monfus
in advance, pilots were turned away from the
1994 Canungra Classic . $5000 - $10000 in
prize money and more fun fuan you can poke a
stick at seems to be a good incentive to enter
early. We believe that professionalism in our
sport can only be boosted by paying out as
much prize money as possible and it is lrunentable that otherwise excellently run competitions do not also have this aim. We are currently
seeking a major sponsor so that in future years
we can again increase the prize pool. Better
pencil October in next year.
Resident pilot Verne Middleton has been
conspicuous through his absence, apparentIy
through illness. Get well soon Verne.
Other current full time (7 days a week)
pilots include Ian Clark, Birgit Svens and Dave
Sakrzewski and who have been just lapping up
the conditions oflate. Responding to my accusation iliat she flew every day of the week,
Birgit said "No-o , I deedn 't fly lost Vednesday,
I think."
Because of the large numbers of
pilots (50+) at our (inland) sites and the
current unacceptably high frequency of
serious accidents - at the moment running at one hospitalisation a month - the
club is trialing rostered duty officers. As
guidelines for duty officers obtained
from ilie manual, HGFA executive ruld
other clubs are fairly nebulous, so I
suppose that a "not excessive duty of
care" is placed upon the duty officer, we
are having to defme tIus role to fit our
situation.
Pilots are warned that:
a) Top landing anywhere on Beechmont bar the cri.c ket pitch,
b) Exceeding height limits over
launch sites (watch out for the
duty officer),
c) Overflying Aratula on XC flights,
will all attract a $20 fme for a first

The September meeting was embroiled in
controversy about requirements for mandatory
equipment to be taken on inland trips. The
debate was good but nofuing was resolved. It
was agreed that common sense dictates the
canying of a reserve, but more importantly a
pilot should know how to use one. Some reserve throw training is in the pipeline.
The club tow endorsement weekend at Rylstone was a nUxed bag. Problems with ilie
borrowed reflex winch reduced the turnaround
time, though use of Mitsi's static line upped the
number of tows considerably. Sunday morning
saw a bad accident resulting from a weak link
break at I SO feet. Andy Unger spent some time
in Bathurst hospital and is now recuperating at
Royal North Shore after hitting the ground
hard. A full report will no doubt be printed
elsewhere. All club members wish him a speedy
recovery, though we understand, that on doctors orders, active sports will be offfue agenda
for some time.
A Channel 7 crew was coaxed to Stanwell
by Mitsi recently. Lots of coverage for fue sport
the result - be watching fue 'Weekend Show' at
5.30 pm on Saturday October 15fu for fruniliar
faces.
The smelly ballast award has been given to
two punters who literally got flushed down ilie
east face at Stanwell by the katabatic. Bruce and
Gary simultaneously fuought fuey ' d go for ilie
award and landed safely down below at dusk.
The 2 m deep lantana got fue better of Bruce
who didn't retrieve his glider until ilie next day.
Both punters nearly did as well as Mitsi in
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State,Club and Region News continued ...
getting media coverage as the local rescue
squad guided them to safety around midnight
with TV cameras rolling!
The Top Flight award goes to newcomer,
Greg, for his gutsy fIrst crossing of Hell Hole
on his Sigma I. He then flew down to Burning
Palms and made the crossing again on his way
back to Stanwell - well done! The You GotBalls
award is also to a newcomer and Vibes protege,
Comet Mike, who battled some really thermally
air at Blackheath without so much as a flinch .
At the same time only a bit higher up I recorded
some' really big air (averaging 7m/s+) and base
was above 5000 ft.
Trips Bathurst and Bright are planned for
mid and end October. Michaelago is on the
cards in l-fovember and a really silly "Stanwell
get dressed up fly in corne end of year" do is
happening in mid December. Meanwhile more
towing will proceed at the Air Park for those
interested.
Fly safe and check out the article on reserves.
Godfrey Wenness

VICTORIA

~VHGA

~
VHPA

Well here we are again for the second exciting edition of VHPA news.
As you may have noticed, winter was extremely mild this year. So much so that the cross
country flying potential was, at times, better
than in summer. But more on that later.
Seminars
The VHPA series of seminars were very well

attended this year. The fIrst one alone had at
least 100 people fIlling the superb auditorium
at St Vincents Hospital. I thought the choice of
background videos was particularly tasteful
with endless footage of huge military aircraft
crashing in flames. It really set the mood for my
talk on landing approaches.
Thanks to everyone for putting up with my
drivel and in particular to the guy who yelled
out as I was starting, "Who the hell are you?!"
Thanks also to Alan Beavis, Rohan Holtkamp, Ken Mitchell-Hill, Gary Anderson, Joe
Chitti and Rob Van Der Klooster for spending
the time to impart some of their considerable
experience.
And fInally thanks to the previous conunittee and Steve Trone in particular for organising
a very successful event.
VHPA Committee news
Here are some of the more interesting subjects
discussed at recent committee meetings:
The laying of Astro-turf at Spion is now
complete. Perhaps if we get enough of the stuff
we can cover the entire site and it can double as
a grass skiing slope (as can be seen, my chief
function at these meetings is to make stupid
suggestions and be as disruptive as possible). A
special word of thanks must go to Martin Pozzi
for his help in supplying the turf.
Another fascinating discussion concerned
how the hell we are going to put the line markers on the Ben Nevis power line. Brian ReI>bechi had an interesting theory involving
heliwn balloons but my personal favourite was
the robot with three balls (no kidding!).
The new logo. We're still looking for that
perfect design that swns up our sport. After the
last AGM I thought hat a picture of two people
trying to punch the @#$I out of each other
might have been appropriate but no-one
seemed to see the funny side of that one. Rob
actually suggested a T-shirt with a hang glider
on one side and a paraglider on the otiler to
avoid confrontation.
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Speaking of classic quotes from the
great man himself,
how's this one:
Q: What do you
get when you cross a
hang glider with a
paraglider?
A: An aircraft that
takes 30 minutes to
set up and then sits on
launch for 30 minutes.
One final message from our Presi-

1'!~I~~i'~~i!t,~~~~~Jf.#!~~~ · · · · ::;::;;";~:
deal of money for no
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apparent reason" .
Upcoming Events
The Spring Comp is being run by the Western
Club this year. I believe it will be similar to
previous years in that it will be run on the
Melbourne Cup long weekend followed by
every second weekend for two weeks (for hang
gliders) and every other weekend for two weeks
(for paragJiders). Confused? Check out the
competition calendar for exact details. All
round will be held in the Mt Cole area.
Fly-ins for restricted (formerly novice) pilots are being run by the West Coast club, the
Dynasoarers. They will be held on the second
full weekend of the month and there will be
advanced pilots in attendance to give advice
and to entertain you with stories that usually
start with; "No s#$@, there I was!" Please note
that these fly-ins are weather dependant. In
other words, don' t bother ringing up unless a
southerly is forecast!
Contact Rob Van Der Klooster 052223019
or Tony Hughes 052538245.
Fly-ins run by otiler clubs are in the pipe-

line ...
Hot off the press is news that Moyes, Airborne and Enterprise are coming down for a
demo day on the weekend of 5th and 6th of
November. Obviously they were impressed by
the hail and 100 kph winds that we provided
them with last year! The tentative venue at this
point is Wangaratta Airport (Drage Airworld).
Anotiler scoop for VHPA news is that
Bryan Hayhow, Enterprise Wings gurn, is coming down to Melbourne in October to give a talk
on glider design, manufacture, testing etc. If
you haven't been to one of Bryan's ta1ks in the
past, try to make the effort because they are
fascinating.
Birchip Flatter than Flatlands Update
For all tilOse planning on going to the next
Easter comp at Birchip the acconunodation
situation is as follows:
Despite the Birchip Centenary being on the
same time, there will be ample accommodation
for campers as we have been given permission
to use the school oval and its associated facilities. I have been assured that meals will not be
a problem and we may even be invited to some
of the celebratory events.
However, indoor acconunodation is a dif-

ferent matter and I suggest you hook now to
avoid missing Ollt.

The Winter Cross Country League FinaL Results (see Left)
I certainly picked the right year to start the
Winter Cross Country League! "Dry" was the
only way to describe the winter of 1994.
And of all the weekends, the second last in
August was probably tile most remarkable.
With Saturday 's cloudbase of over 7000' and
Sunday's streets which seemed to stretch forever, you could easily be forgiven for thinking
it was the middle of summer. Even the dust
devils were back!
By the time the sun set on Sunday, six

SKYSAILOR

Please! Please! Will someone write this baby
up for Sky sailor. It's incredible! Ed's note: Article coming in November issue.
In closing I'd like to share a little gem that
was found on the Internet.

Said a pilot, "Don 't give me no flack,
for ending this flight with a whack.
My keel has a rounding,
from last week's hard pounding,
and today I'm just bending it back!"
Mike Vorhis, USA.
News, views or gossip?
Send it to: Warwick Duncan, 5/121-125
Northumberland Rd, Pascoe Vale Vic (fax
3303007).
Happy trails!
Warwick

North East Victoria
Hang Gliding Club

Carlo Blow, Rainbow Beach, Qld - photo Sally P.
people had flown over 100 km including Peter
Eicher's amazing 155 km flight. The total distance flown for the weekend was over 1100 km
or about 192 km for each pilot on average!
Congratulations to Beavo for winning the
flfSt annual Winter Cross Country League. He
will pick up the winner's cheque of $0.00 and
have the satisfaction of knowing that his glider
is not inferior to an XT. But as for the rest of
us ...
Hopefully this year's WCCL will open
more people's eyes to the cross country potential that Victoria has to offer during the "011"
season.
llumks must go to everyone involved in

this year's WCCL. All the pilots, drivers and,
in particular, Robin for fmding us all on that
"Big Weekend".
Yes, you can thermal in winter!
If you want to be entertained by some stories that are bordering on the unbelievable,
track down someone who went to the recent
Indonesian Hang Gliding competition. Ask
them about people on sWts being stampeded by
spectators, police escorts
to take off, biting the
heads of snakes, the list
goes on and on ... Yes
folks, truth is indeed
stranger than fiction.

~01&~
1994-96
October 1994

27-29
29-1 Nov

1994/95 HGFA AGM Sydney
Not the Vic Open (PG), Bright
November 1994
28-3 Dec
National Instructor/Coaching Confer., Canberra
December 1994
2-6
Vic Paragliding Championships, Bright
7-11
Corryong Paragliding Cup
28-5 Jan
Bogong Cup
January 1995
16-21
Corryong Cup
17-26
Flatlands International HG, Forbes (tow)
28-5 Feb
Paragliding Flatlands, Forbes
28-5 Feb
Women 's Pre Worlds, Bright
28-5 Feb
Flatlands International Paragliding, Forbes (tow)
February 1995
8-15
Australian Paragliding Nationals, Manilla
25-5 Mar
WA Open (State Champ.) Wongan Hills (tow)
March 1995
10-19
NSW State Titles
1995 HGF A Board Plruming meeting (EGM),
24-26
venue to be decided
January 1996
26-10 Feb
5th Women ' s World Chruupionships, Bright
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First a few changes to the dates and events
I published in last Sky sailor. The swimming
pool night will not be happening as it seems
Bright Sports Centre pool is not big enough.
But that will be replaced by a meteorologist
telling us a bit more about the weather, and
Steve Ruffels telling us about his mammoth
100 miles flight in the Owens Valley. Unfortunately, that will be past news by the time you
get this.
We had an AGM last meeting. The

'-------·S·KY--C·Y-C·L-E·S·P·T·y
....L..T·n......
14 Northern Avenue
Moorabbin Airport, Mentone
Victoria Australia 3194
Telephone: 03 5875975
Mobile: 018336346, Fax: 03 5875976

New Products
With the Australian market in mind, Solar Wings aviation, in conjunction with Sky Cycles Pty Ltd (Australia), have put together a weight
shift aircraft incorporating the toughness, reliability and value for
money required by the Australian pilot.
The Trail Bmzer trike (manufactured for Australia) incorporates the Q2
15 metre wing with in-flight trim 45-65 mph (hands off) and straight &
level of over 80 mph. The tried and proven Q2 wing as used ion the
Quantum and Quasar trikes is by far the most suitable wing available
for the rough conditions trikes need to endure in Australia.
The Trail Bmzer trike base is modified Quantum design incorporating
less fibreglass, larger windscreen, tough tyres, modified easy rig system
and much more.

Standard trike features include:
•
•

Powerful rear brakes (both wheels), an absolute must.
Castoring steering in .ball bearings. (A must for easy ground handlmg and steady landmgs.)
• No rear wires, great for rough fields or long grass.
• Large wheels with light nose wheel static pressure (good soft
ground and beach use etc.)
• 3 wheel suspension (fully progressive) for the best ride over rough
terram without compromise to stability.
• Easy starting from inside the cockpit.
• Endurance of over 6 hours without refuelling (real cross country
potential).
Together this trike/wing combination offers the toughest high performance trike yet available. The ergonomics and engineering of the Trail
Blazer leave nothing to be desired.
Your test flight is guaranteed to be a memorable one. Contact your
nearest Sky Cycles distributor for further information.

Priced from $19,995.00 plus freight
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State,Club and Region News continued ...
OldlNew line up is: President, John Adams;
Secretary, John Schilling; TreasurerlPublic Officer, Dave Romeri1; Newsletter Editor, Phil
Sc hroetner ; Events Organiser , Dermot
Meaney; Site Coordinator, Geoff White; Committee Person, Steve Stricek.
Our Saturday night meetings are becoming
a well attended event, in the Bright Shire Offices (a luxurious venue), at 7.30 pm the first
Saturday of each month. The committee meet
on the afternoon/evening before the meeting.
On the Sunday night after last meeting we
had a parachute seminar. Steve, from the Eagle
School ofHG loaned us a glider that we hung
from the roof of the Bright Sports Stadiwn. We

ULTRALIGHT TRAINING
with

CORRYONG AIR
What you get with (orryong Air for

:::i~I~~~e~)our

$8S

Weight shift (Quasar)

2x 30 minute training flights, 2 briefings,
2 de-briefings, superb calm weather all year,
4,800' sealed runway, 2 km from town,
spectacular scenery, access to GA tail
draggers, assortment of AG strips, thorough
training in "real" aviation atmosphere

Ring (fl. Glenn Wilson
for some (orryong Air

018 690040
Trilce &Drifter hire: S55/hour WET

t ·,

r<

then took turns getting in the glider in our
harnesses while the other members simulated
spinning and turbulence by moving the glider
around. It was a good night and a few people
learned that there is more to those bags hanging
off our sides or chests than meets the eye. Times
taken to throw a chute under these very simplified simulation conditions ranged from 3 to 15
seconds. Add to these times the time for the
deployment bag to come off and the canopy to
open and things could start looking a bit grim.
Have you checked your ~ support system
lately? When the rigger looked at a few that
were thrown onto the Stadiwn floor, he raised
his eyebrows at their condition.
Some good flying has been had through
winter, and a lot of good days have gone unflown. On the last weekend of winter, John
Adams, Steve Stricek, Phil Schroeter, Brian
Read and myself took off from Tawonga Gap
and had a few hours each at a cloud base of
5,000 ft. Phil, John and Brian went up to running Creek and back. Steve and I had some
difficulty getting up into the over clouded sky.
Leallette and David also flew, but had no
chance of getting up in the well shaded conditions.
I found that rushing up for a flight on Saturday afternoon after work can put one in the
air with a severely out of trim glider. Then half
an hour at cloud base in winter with a pair of
steel capped work boots pressing into tile boot
of my harness makes for two nice little steel
fridges to freeze my toes in. But the view of
snow capped Mt Bogong at cloudbase is certainly a beautiful sight. Today, II September we
flew Mt Emu for the ftrst time since the snow
has melted from launch. The para people have
been getting some good air at Bright Hill as has
Steve Ruffels with his new found desire to get
some unpowered air time up. Greg Withers and
his wife Rosemary are now local residents of
Bright, another useful trike (it tows hang gliders) is in our midst.
Unlike the useless one that flew over from
Corryong one evening and landed at Mt Beauty

without the Airport Committee's consent, and
expressly against their desire to not have unannounced ultra lights here. Then after being notifted of his gross transgression, in the morning
he took off again to let everyone know he was
there, Even before this sort of ignorance we had
difficulty getting use of the Airport for Hang
gliding Comp goals. Thanks John.
Lookout for the manufacturers ' demo
weekend in Novenlber!
Dermot Meaney

Western Victorian Hang
Gliding Club
On the 24th September we had our club
meeting . Our pilots had a great fly on the weekend with one of our pilots flying around Ben
1
Nevis for 5 /2 hours.
Soon the Club will be running a Spring
Competition. The ftrst weekend will be on the
29th October which is a long weekend. During
that weekend the club will be hosting a BBQ on
the Sunday Night. We are also running a
Paragliding Comp which will be alternating
weekends with the Hang gliders. For any enquires about these competitions please contact
Rohan Holtkamp (New Comp Director) at 053
492845 .
We would also like to warn everyone who
flies Hollowback near Ballarat to be careful
where they land. Please don ' t land on the
Southern side. Please land in tile laneway as we
have had a little bit of trouble with tillS site, and
we could lose it if we' re not careful. I would
also like to wish Good Luck and all the best to
two of our members, Adam Toogood and Ray
Cassar, as they are flying in the Indonesia
CompoI wish them a safe arrival.
Our next weekend will be held on the 24th
September at tile Golden Age Hotel. The meeting usually starts around 8.00 pm after the fly-in
that afternoon. Everyone is welcome to come
and join in the fly-in. For any enquires or questions please contact Nicole Shalders (Secretary) on 053 492174.
Nicky 0
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ICOM

Count on us!

lNith Icon1l,
you're never alone
up there

II

he Ie-AZO MKll is your guarantee
that whatever happens you will

never be alone in the skies. This powerful
handheld transceiver acts like a dependable
navigator and co-pilot, ensuring you never
lose contact with your base or the ground.
IeOM's state of the art VOR navigation
system includes Course Deviation Indicator
and Automatic Bearing Set System.
A dual tuning system allows you to
use the tuming knob or
illuminated keypad while 20
channel memories, programme
and memories scan capabilities
provide simplicity of operations
than few other models can match.
IC- A20 MKD

The IC-A20 MKll provides

immediate emergency frequency access and
fully meets the tough requirements of the
Department of Transport and
Communications for ground to air
transceivers.
Also available is the IC-A200 mobile
transceiver, approved by the eAA for VFR
installation. A powered cabinet (PS-BO)
allows the unit to be used for ground to air
communication as fully approved by
D.O.T.C.
No wonder pilot all around the world,
depend on the proven communication ski lls
of IeOM, wherever they fly.
For further information call free on (008) 3389 15
or write to Reply Paid 1009 Ieom Australia Pty Ltd
P. O. Box 1162 Windsor Victoria 318 1
Telephone (03) 529 7582

A.C.N. 006092575

ICOM A usrralia's warranty is only applicable 10 produCIj purchased
from rheir authorised Australian Dealers.
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WANTED
Sting 154 (int) in v gd cond gd price for right glider ph
Kerry 02 9844771 after 6.30 or 4863222
Blade 2141, XS 2142 or XS 3142 with low airtime
ph Jason 015 287522

OVERSEAS
Paraglider Neo 19 sqm brand new only test flown
with Paradise hamess & Charly emergency chute bargain at $3000 I can arrange freight ph David or Anita 30
24856 (Switzerland) or write to David Bardwatson AHe
Spitalgasse 301, 3770 Zweisimmen, Switzerland

PARAGLIDERS
Queensland
Edel Apollo 24 pilot weight 55~0 kg suit novice incl
hamess $1000 gd cond ph Nigel 074 749380
Compact 33 (Pro Design) 75-95 kg intermediate
glider 12 As best canopy in its class v stable & forgiving
new model flying time 10 hrs repairs (patches) line
check done by Pro Design Instructor. Test flown by
instructor. new price $4100 sell for $3500 ph 018
764085, 075 752096

New South Wales
Airwave Taboo Paraglider 25 sq m weight range

lit;.

70~5 kg gd cond 70 hrs mostly coastal clean & Sound
with light hamess $1200 ono ph John 02 7074325 will
be at "Not the Vic Open"

Victoria

Edge 582 immac cond 90 hrs E-type box elec starl just
frtted ($1400) white pod & spats. ASI , ALT, HRS & CHT,
Aerial Pursuits intercom, Ivoprop. All for just $17,500
ono . Training available to solo if required . Phone Peter
066853358 or Joe 066 843616

Swing Zenith 23 sq m with Bulle harness & Apco
reserve chute 2 hrs flying time brand new a top buy @
$2100 03 5961779 or 0411198877

Blitz 146 (exp int) ex cond low hrs sky blue & orange
US kevlarLE & TE can deliver for inspection for genuine
buyers $2000 Bob Bames 065 540416

Neo 19 sq m approx 10 hrs airtime no patches or
marks ex cond could not fauH definitely no porosity
problems best offer ph Cris 03 5988923 H, 6612586 W

Blitz 146 (exp int) mauve & pink US white kevlarLE 60
hrs ex-AirBorne comp glider tuned to perfection also
Sky Systems Bug harness the lot $1950 ph 049
633281 W049 661089

Axis 23 sq m 5 hrs airlime as new cond ex beginner/intermediate glider comes with both beginner & intermediate brake lines to suit your flying experience also has
foot speed system & as an extra it also has hand
trimmers $2800 or best offer ph Cris 03 5988923 H,
6612586W
Firebird Marlin 26 sq m blue intermediate wing $3100
also
Firebird Turtle harness $400 also
Firebird R52 Reserve 34 sqm never used $650 also
Piccolo Plus vario $450 also
Icom IC 40G $450 also
UHF radio prices negotiable ph 03 3668879 H, 018
327881 , 037471384 W

GTR 151 Worldbeater (int) black LE & pink US speed
barfaired uprights uHraweave sailcloth & kevlarTE Less
than 20 hrs airtime as new cond v tight sail no flutters
new side wires & spare uprights $1400 ono also
Moyes Pod harness suit 5'6-6' & helmet $300 ono
also
PA Chute regularly repacked, never used $200 also
Sjostrom vario/alt ex cond $390 ono ph Steve 02
8872090

Paraglider Firebird Apache 29 sqm light purple,
exc cond Acpul weight 70-110 kg DHV2 with speed
system spear risers carry bag beginner/intermediate
$2200 ono ph Scott
03 8530328 W ,
8538439 H

Moyes Xtralite 147 (exp int) mylar v low hrs bright
colours only $4200 ono also
Icom 40G radio $400 also
Moyes Xact II harness suit 5'6"-5'10" pilot $400 also
Reserve chute no use $350 also
Brauniger Classic va rio as new $550 ph 02 9059459
or 9183404 AH

Reserve
parachute Edel 30 m2
pulled apex new
$450 ph 058 215957
AH

Edge 582 trike T2-2501 168 hrs full instruments Icom
A20Mkll Comunica intercom helmet set with push-totalk button 2 new flying suits (freezer room type) training
bars, full covers custom trailer all in top cond nothing to
spend $16,800 ph 02 6714709 AH

Paraglider Falhawk Neo 27 sqm
3 hrs airtime as new
complete with never
used full Airbull harness & back protector + integral rear
mounted reserve
$2000 G Deathridge

GTR 162 VG (int) fa ired uprights & kingposts speed
bar new side wires gd cond one owner since new never
bent $450 or offer or will swap for hand held UHF radio
ph 02 4169496

Western
Australia

Combat 2 152 Ont) comp sleeves white crimson/yellow US literally flown 12 times (less than 20 hours f/time)
v ex cond $2 ,300 tip fairings kevlar TE ph Matt 042
943004

II,;.J".~~ cfti~ 15~
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Paraglider Edel
Apollo 24 pink with
harness suit 55-80
kg pilot ex cond 15
hrs airtime $2500 ph
097335260

HANG
GLIDERS
New South
Wales
Aero 170 (nov) pink
LE grey & purple US
3 yrs old speed bar
spare keel excell
handling glider for
novice pilot $1500
ono ph David 02
9595671
Xtralite 147 (exp
int) mylar white MS
purple & lilac US flies
really well $3900 ono
gd cond ph Craig Docherty 02 9824462
H,4519022W

44

3 Gold anodised uprights suit Sting 154 or similar.
Pre-cut & drilled, ready to frt $50 save $30 on uncut tube
ph 044 762098

Mission 170 (nov) pristine cond with just 40 hrsbrilliant
fluoro colours & a fly-away price $1600 ono has to go
to make room for the XS so make me an offer Steve
Rickwood BH 02 5627900, AH 9684179

Sting 154 (nov) with speed bar 9 mths old 3 hrs on the
clock, no prangs . Dk blue US black LE white MS also
Pod Lite harness to suit 5'8". PVC storage tube for
glider all up about $3,500 ph Martin Brown 02 4113629
H, 4136973 W
Sting 118 (nov) pink mylar LE dk & H blue US suit new
buyer, ideal for lady or small pilot $2500 ono ph 02
3875622
Foil160B Kevlar Race Ont) grey LE red US in ex cond
thoroughly checked by Enterprise Wings $1000 ph 02
6659186 or 5976189
Blitz 146 (exp int) lilac & H blue US kevlar LEITE as
new cond $2600 ph Crock 049 524856
Airwave K4 154 Ont) H green LE white TS $3200 18
mths old also
Airwave Magic Kiss 154 Ont) dk blue LE white TS
$1200 also
Sky Systems pod harness suit 180 cm tall pilot blue
with rainbow stripe $250 +
Parachute & packing manuals $250 or $400 for
both ph Dick 023872613 H or 3315118 leave message
Blitz 155 (exp int) green & white ex cond low hrs $2200
also
Blackhawk harness $200 also
PA chute $500 also

SKYSAILOR

Va rio $200 also
Hyd. payout winch $500 ph 067 953415 , 015571681
Gyro 2 160 (nov) ideal 1st glider red LE gd cond $1100
ono also
Danny Scott Twister blue & grey brand new cond
flown twice slim 5'7" $300 also
Xtralite 137 (exp int) like new goes great $1000 off new
price $4200 ono 042 942212
Litek vario gd cond clamps onto round uprights $150
ono ph 066 853358
Combat 152 Qnt) grey Le lime US sleeved new side
wires great perform wijh gd handling $1600 also
Ball vario 652 1 ft increments with ASI , in gd order
$400 ph 02 5211033 H, 7591177 W

XT 165 (int) 100 hrs purple LE white MS mid blue
yellow/wh~e US speed bar batten profile manual v clean
$2000 also
Tracer harness blue/black side entry front chute cornpartment heaps of storage head adjusts suit 6'1" string
bean $520 ph Jason 015 287522
Pegasus Quasar 1 full instruments + more aircraft
strobe lights undemeath immac cond 45 hrs total on
meter 503 air cooled Arplast prop & a spare Ivo prop 1st
to see will buy $18000 ono also
Comunica communications gear helicopter helmet style with chin guard & lcom A20 VHF radio mint
cond price neg . ph 042 963861
XT 165 (int) 9 mths old ex cond speed bar black US red
LE grey TS $2600 ono ph 042 258559

Moyes Xtralite 137 (exp int) low hrs 8 mths young ex
cond fluor pink LE mid blue & fluoro lime US wMe 4 oz
& power rib TS extras incl mylar 2 ply TE leech lines &
waterproof silver UV bag save over $1000 on new only
$3950 ph Glen Salmon 029180091 H, 9382855 Wor
9056339 fax

GT 190 Qnt) red LE blue US wMe MS gd cond ideal in!.
glider for bigger pilot $400 ph Vincent 066 857034 BH

Aero 170 Race (nov/int) blue/whije LE purple/blue US
new wires fully faired 100 hrs gd nick + Air Support
harness purple/blue su~ 5'10" also Afro 8000 flight
deck vario ASI , ah, total energy compensated LD computer $2500 ono ph Peter 02 7961298

European body bag harness small $200 ono ph Jo
066 280356 or 075 326937

Airborne Edge base 1 yr & 135 hrs old extras incl:
tacho water temperature gauge, thermostat , cylinder
head vent kit , dual exhaust gas temperature gauge, 12
volt power supply, remote chokes , intake & after silencers , compass console , C-type gear box w~h new
prop, impeccably maintained , log books, plus brand
new Edge Executive wing $17 ,500 ring Luke ph 02
8745260
Airborne Edge 1 yr & 68 hrs old ex cond full instruments , many extras, as seen in colour centrefold of
June Skysailor $17,000 ring Steve 02 9754445
Airborne Edge wing only gd cond never damaged
$2750 ono ph Luke 02 8745260
Airborne Edge wing brand new sail perf cond $4500
ph Luke 02 8745260

Blitz 137 (exp int) whije LE pink US orange TS 30 hrs
airtime ex cond $2500 ono ph Jo 066 280356 or 075
326937

Desire 141 Qnt) Ige A-frame white LE yellow front US
panel blue 2nd US panel comp sleeves ex cond 25 hrs
$3900 ono must sell can ship anywhere in Aust ph 042
941898 AH
D Scott Racer harness brand new su~ 5'8"-6'2" hot
colours save $300 off new price $650 also
Tandem chute High Energy Sports as new $620
042943701 , 015247394

South Australia
Moyes Pod black with narrow yellow stripe, incl20 ft
PA parachute . Su~ pilot 5'8"-5'11 " $400 ono ph Ken
Cocks 08 2784210
Winch payout winch on gd solid rectangular steel tube
base . Easily adjustable pressure in hydraulics , pressure
gauge . Quick release to zero pressure. 3000' line on the
drum. $550 ono (reason for sale - gone triking) ph Ken
Cocks 08 2784210

Aero 150 (int) gd cond flies well $1600 wilt deliver to
any c~ in Australia ph Anthony 088 464053 AH , 088
422177 BH

Queensland
Blitz 146 (exp int) not a yr old 60 hrs gd cond orange
grey US $1880 ex 1st high perform glider also
Aero 170 (int) 40 hrs h blue/pink only $1750 ph 075
991363
XT 165 (int) only 10 hrs airtime must sell @ $2100
bargain!! ph Murray 07 2721615 AH, 8387519 BH
Combat 152 Qnt) v well used easy handling also
Combat 2 152 (int) ex cond quick set up fillings top
glide & gd handling tight sail (no long sleeves ever filled)
never been bent also
Icom IC40G memory/full 40 ch scan etc emergency
battery/chargers 240 V & car charger instruction book
also
Brauniger competition vario top of the range selling
only for finance reasons Barograph can be computer
linked for auto log book record of flights etc speed toflly,
TE comp & options w~h warranty also Air speed
indicator available will trade su~able vario ph 079
793414
Mars 170 (nov) black LE pink US v gd cond new side
fllying wires $700 ph 07 2737065
Moyes Mission 170 (nov) 50 hrs ex cond (well taken
care of) great colours $1900 ono ph Jeremy (Brisbane)
072222315 BH, 8551564 AH
Aero 165 Racer Qnt) 75 hrs lilac LE orange & lilac US
ex cond $2200 one owner ph Tony 075 909719
Moyes XS Easy 155 (int) green LE pink & purple US
2nd owner gd cond $1000 ph Steve 075 992122 AH
Mission 170 (nov) gd cond red MS quick sale $700 ph
Ken 075 435631
Foil 139 Combat II Qnt) white LE grey & aqua US ex
cond 1 yr old $2000 ph Birg~ 075 435631 or Dermot 057
572910 for test fllying Mt Beauty, Vic
Ball M50 airspeed speed ring total energy nearly 2 yrs
old ex cond $800 ph 075 435631

ONSHORE PARAGLIDERS
CHALLENGER C
Demanding performance for the arr/Jmous pilot - low rrinimum sink rate, high tJim speed,
large speed range v-.fth flat polar curve due to a special speed system and easy handling
make the CHALLENGER C an exceptional parag/ider for XC and competition flying.
CHALLENGER C for experienced pilots,
challenging aoss country flights and competitions.
COMPACT
Latest development in the new Advanced-intennediate dass v-.fth elegant look. Convincing
appearance and ever simple launching characteristics besides unaitical flig1t behaviours typical PRO DESIGN features. "High performance is no more a prMlege for competition pilots!"
COMPACT - the syrriJiosis offun, know-how and brilliant performance.
For the ambmous recreational pilot.

CHALLENGER CLASSIC
v-.fth enthusiasm! ~II
balanced and simple charaderistics v-.fth attradNe performance. A special and easy to
handle speed system extends the speed range efficiently and comes as standard.
CHALLENGER CLASSIC - for nelMJOmers as well as recreational pilots who search for
stressless pleasure in fliglt.

A firmly proofed conception of Intermediate Class Glider fills

Huge range of demonstration, used and superseded canopies at prices starting from $800!

GARRY STEVENSON
10 Cantala Drive, Jan-juc, Vic, 3228, Phone 018351389 BH, AHlFax 052 616555
••• A paragliding licence is required for any glider purchase ***
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XT 165 (int) gd cond blue LE high visibility orange &
yellow US gd cond only 17 hrs $2200 ono ph 07
2657276
Mission 170 (nov) green Le yellow It blue & wh~e US
$1100 also
Pod harness yellow mad in gc $200 the lot $1300
cheap flying for the beginner ph Paul 070 965531, 015
162293
XS 156 (exp int) sail only 2 yr old all bottom wires
replaced king post hang $900 ono ph 079 726840

Victoria
XS Easy 166 ~nt) peppermint LE fluoro blue TE faired
king post & speed bar $1700 also
Moyes pod harness blue 5'8"-6' $450 also
SjOstrom varia $450 also
Parachute $300 ph Sandy 03 5438673
XT 166 ~nt) ex cond with speed bar & scrim LE looks
new w~h batten profile & owners manual $2500 ph
Gavin 03 4896550
Xact 1 Moyes harness front entry blue with black trim
suit 5'-5'10" ex cond adjustable angle of attack all tow
loops $500 03 5961779, 0411198877
Quicksilver flying suit purple & black su~ 5'-5'10"
latest cut (actually a ski su~) looks great light weight &
comfortably Warm at all temperatures brand new never
used cost $695 sell $500 03 5961779 , 0411198877
Blitz 155 (exp int) orange mylar LE whRe MS orange
& grey US low hrs ex cond will swap for XT Aero 165 or
Sting $2000 also
XT 166 Pro (int) fluoro red scrim Le whRe MS mid bl &
fluoro yellow US Finsterwadler uprights speed bar
$2500 ono also
Foil C 162 (int) yellow scrim LE whRe MS pink & black
US $1500 057 551724 or 018571068
XS 142 (exp int) ex cond yellow US white LE & TS king
post hang only $1400 or best offer ph Joel or Brian 03
7101450 H, 6267592 W

Trike 95.32 Pegasus Q 462 full spec instruments vgc
$14500 also
Trike 95.32 Quantum 682 & 462 avail ex-stock (new
shipment) new phone for free night test also
Trike 96.32 Stratos 95.10 w~h Rumour II wing real
engine off perform for thermalling with gd top speed
$9500
Trike Airborne Edge T2-511 grey LE with orange MS
& grey US white trike base C-type gear box full instruments heavy duty wing bag $12,500 or $13500 ono with
lessons to solo also
Blitz 146 (exp int) mauve/lilac sail with whRe mylar LE
& TE vgc 1 spare upright new side wires h/duty bag
$2100 ono ask for Jason 057 551724 or 018570168
Firebird 15 1990 model fully faired all 7075 Swiss
tubing white with fluoro pink scrim LE gd cond nies well
gd 1st high perform glider $500 ph 03 6765821 W,
7761056 H
Moyes Mission 170 (nov) vgc with small wheels
batten profile & manual also incl a Ige pod suit approx .
6' $1950 ph Steve 03 7548401
Combat 162 ~nt) vgc 3 yrs old fluoro yellow/pink US
$2600 ph Stuart 03 4398264
Foil 139 Combat 2 (int) low airtime glider in exc cond
$1999 ono ph Dermot for a test night Conargo/BrightlMt
Beauty 057 572910
Cocoon harness vgc suit 5'11 "-6'2" Deluxe model
with heavy duty construction. Incl parachute container
& additional pocket. Blue with rainbow strip across front.
V comf $100 ph Mark 054 261346
Airwave 2 145 ~nt) this glider has a Swiss tube 7000
series airframe & a mylar sail. It is very light & very fast.
IF you are getting into comps this year you definitely will
not be left behind with this one. It's in very good cond &
at $2300 it's the best deal in speed you will get this side
of the Bogong Cup ph Dermot for a test flight Conargo/BrightlMt Beauty 057 572910
Foil 152 Combat (int) white MS blue & pink US 15-20

hrs old sleeved LE & half battens $2600 ph Justin 03
7619467,7291008 W
Trike Pegasus XL high power 462 Rotax 40 hrs IT
all red cart, red & black wing vgc $16000 ph 056292608
or 015304039

ACT
Mission 170 (nov) gd cond 60 hrs red LE white TE
yellow US speed bar batten profile manual spare hang
loops & some hardware my 1st glider no prangs still flys
v nicely only selling so I can finally afford to upgrade
$1200 ono ph Ian 06 2971674 H, 2656158 W
XT 165 (int) ex cond well maintained ordered new less
than 2 yrs ago in hot colours fluoro yellow scrim LE sky
blue with fluoro pink TS fluoro yellow & pink US with
speed bar & wheels reluctant sale incl manual batten
profile spare hang loop & down tube free delivery to
Sydney region or equivalent all for $2490 ph Peter 06
2315878

Western Australia
XS III 142 (exp int) Swiss tubing ideal for your 1st high
performance glider easy handling with excellent climb
fluoro pink LE lilac US dk blue TS ex cond 1 yrold $3500
will pay freight anywhere in Australia ph 09 3142649 AH
Single seat trike AUF reg . 10-0795 Missile 180wing
fully strengthened sail , electric start motor just recond.
20 hrs ex cond handles beautifully $3500 ph Greg 09
2943929
Xact II harness gd cond a little faded black & pink $460
ph Danny 09 3872893 H, 3167628 W
Mars 190 (nov) HGAWA club glider fair cond minor
repairs needed estimated value of repairs =$250. Hang
glider as is price = $550 ph Danny Byme 09 3872893
H, 3167628 W or Sarah Chadwick 09 3142749 H ,
3602685W
Xact II harness gd cond black & pink $540 ph Danny
093872893 H, 3167628 W 0

Australia's first, utterly affordable.
totally transportable, foot launched
powered paragllder.

tra1n1ng with accomodatlon available
at the Ught Wing flying Academy.

Flying

1Urbo-chute Info Vldeo ............$35 Inc P/H

h~ I(dl"l- lirfo~at;dl( oaff
HOWARD HUGHES ENGINEERING P1Y LID
BAU1NA AIRPORT. SOlJI'HERN CROSS DRIVE
P,O, BOX 89
BAI11NA
N.S.W. 2478
PH (066) 86 8658 OR FAX (066) 86 8343

This aircraft has not been approved under the HGFA Certification Standard for foot-launched hang gliders.
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SKYSAILOR

The World Champion Moyes XTRALlTE
is now available in 3 size s with the just released
164 joining the range. The 164 is the only Big
high performance glider on the market and is big in
It's inc redibl e - the
XTRALITE is the
World Champion
Europea n Champion
British C hampion
A ustralian C hampion
Spanish C ha mpion
Ge m1an Champion and
New Zealand Champion
G lider !

more ways than one. The incredible
performance capabilities of the
137 and 147 has been duplicated combining all of
qual~

the characteristic Moyes XTRALITE
ities

including

handling
further

and
details

fast

easy

reliable
contact

setup,

pitch
your

superb

stability.

For

local Moyes

dealer or the Moyes Factory.

>'
Moyes Delta Gliders, 173 Bronte Road, Waverley, NSW 2024, Australia, Tel. (02) 387 5622, Fax (02) 387 4472

